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Abstract

The computer code BEAM is described, together with an outline of the formalism used
for the ion optics calculation. The purpose of the code is to obtain the optimum parameters
of devices, with which the ion beam is transported through the system without losses. The
procedures of the calculation, especially those of searching for the parameters of quadrupole
lenses, are discussed in detail. The flow of the code is illustrated as a whole and its constituent
subroutines are explained individually. A few resultant beam trajectories and the parameters
used to obtain them are shown as examples.

Keywords: Computer Code, Ion Optics Calculation, Tandem Accelerator, Beam Trajectory,
Quadrupole Lens Parameter, Parameter Search Procedure
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要 旨

タンデム飢jiallt>>の運転IC さいして.イオン捌からひき tf1 されたイオン・ビームを.眼的のおかれたI~rit

の似l阻まで無駄なく運ぶためICI;I.，ビーム繍i是'i'i'lci主将された敵多くの光'下機慌のパラメ日亨ーをどのよ

うにえらべばよいかを.11慨するコードである.緑初IC，イオン光~(:CI)nH~:の方法についてのべたのち.特

にflJIWiとなる凹喧傾レンス'のパラメ』ター・ .tーチについてJf巡した.コードf.:f，本をは液してから喝ひと

つひとつのサブルーチンについて説明し最後ICいくつかの川明例を'J':しである.
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能
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能
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図説明

第 3図 ビーム紬と直交しない出入口面を持つ偏向電磁石。
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第 6図 電湯内におけるビーム紬方向のポテンシャルの近似1111線。 伐のボテンンャルI!ll線が破線

で近似されている。

第 7閲 二信関口レンズ内のイオンの収束軌道。

箔 8I~I 位相官問柿円。参考文献 Iより。

第 91泉l ストリッパーによるイオンの1I~，T;lIζI~Iする (ll)NH~1系と (b) 位以。変{立， Ii xまたは zを

怠昧する。参考文献 17より。

?!i 101判 長さ Lのストリッパー通過後のビームの似Hl喰11¥1附jll。人射ビームlこ1:1..ゼ !J・エミソ

タンスが仮定されている。参考文献 17より。

第 11図 Qーレンズによるビームの収束。 Qーレンズとウェイス卜のU1Hζ他の袋iI''(が(ll)fJいj弘代

と(b)ある場合。

第 12区I バラメーターんによるウェイス卜の変化。もう iつのパラメーターんは悶定されてい

る。 w=woにおける直線は.W.ICウェイス卜を作ることをポす。このI白線とウェイス

卜曲線の交点ICある数字は. IWX_SELECTとIWZ_SELECTのためのもの。

(本文参照)。

第 13図 パラメータームーん対の表示。 x-sおよび:!-sで示された1111線の交点から得られる払ー

わ対が，両面で同じ場所lζウェイストを作る。

第 14図 ウェイス卜近辺でのビームの形。丸一ん対のえらび方で 4積類の形がとられる。

第 15図 パラメーター・サーチの場合の k，とれの動き方。

第 16図 原研タンデム加速器システム。ビーム軸iζ沿って装着されているイオン光学装但は.便

宜上下記のような文字を頭につけて分類されている。

BM-:偏向電磁石

DS -:二重スリット

EQ - :電気Qーレンズ

MQ-:磁気Qーレンズ

ST ストリ 'J"，aー

VA -:アパーチャー

第 17図 計算の流れのアウトライン。太線枠はターミナル・キーボードからの入力を示し.二重

枠はディスク内のファイルからのデータの読み込みを示す。

第 18図 サブルーチン CHARGEEXCHANGEの計算の流れ。ストリッパーによるイオンの街

電変換後の荷電分布の計算，および計算のモードにしたがって加速訟の端子電圧あるい

はイオンの最終エネルギーの計算を行う。太線枠はターミナル・キーボードからの入力
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を示す。

第19図 サフ'ルーチン DRIFT_TRAJの計算の流れ。ドリフト空間内でのビーム軌道を計算す

る。

第20図 サフソレーチン THIN_ LENS _ TRAJの計算の流れ。薄肉レンズのビーム軌道におよほ

す効果を計算する。

第21図 サフ'ルーチン BENMAG_ TRAJの計算。偏向電磁石のビーム軌道Ir:およぼす子製を計

算する。

第22図 原研ヲンデム加速器システムにおける加速管の概念図。 (a)前段加速のための加速符.(b¥ 

主加速のための加速管。

第23図 サフソレーチン ACCTRAJの計算の流れ。加速管内のビーム軌道を計算する。

(a)前段加速の加速管内， (b)主加速の加速管内。

第24図 第23図fa)，(b)の一部。加速管内の一機電場がビーム軌道におよlます彫帽を，il"l草するu

~;25 図 サフソレーチン STRIPPER_TRAJの計算の流れ。ストリッパーによるイオンの倣1iLの
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とでの計算。 (b)特定のれの値のもとでの計算。この場合，k，があるlilAをとった時.xづ

およびz-sの両面で同じ位置にウェイストができる。 ιおよびんのMi.li，m-'の11t1抗1

示してあり，各k，の値の間隔 4k，は， 0.005 m-'である。

第28図 MPSのCRT上に表示されるんーん対の表示。第 27園児示さ，nるウェイスト -k，曲線
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第29図 サフツレーチン QLENS_TRAJの計算の流れ。方法2によってQーレンズの辰適パラメ

ーターをサーチする。

第30図 サフソレーチン QLENS_ TRIPLETの計算の流れ。 Qーレンズの中でのビーム軌道を計算

する。 Qーレンスeのエレメントの長さおよびエレメント聞のドリフト空間の長さの単位

はmである。

第31図 サブルーチン WAIST_CURVEの計算の流れ。ウェイストーム曲線を計算する。

第32図 (a)サプルーチンDlSPLAYTRAJの計算の流れ。ビーム軌道をMPSのCRT上に表示

する。 (b)サフソレーチンDlSPLAYTRAJKリンクされたファンクション・スイッチの

機能図。 (b)は(a)の一部。

第33図 (a)サフソレーチンDlSPLAY LENSの計算の流れ。ウェイスト-k，曲線をMPSのCRT

上に表示する。 (b)サブルーチンDlSPLAY _ LENS 11:リンクされたファンクション・ス

イッチの機能図。 (b)は(a)の一部。

第34図 ビーム軌道の計算ω流れ。 (a)以下にのベる個々の装置内でのビーム軌道の計算とその表

示の流れのプロック図。 (b)加速管. ドリフト空間および偏向電磁石.(c)電気Qーレンズ

または磁気Q-レンズ， (d)ストリッパー・システム.二重スリット・システムおよびア
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バーチャー・システム。 ζζでは便宜上，ウェイストも「装置Jとして処埋する。重

枠はディスクのファイルからのデータの読み込みを示す。 ζれらの流れは，すべて第17

図の 90

jζ婦人されるものである。

第35図 ζのCodeによる計算の最終段階の流れ。太線枠はターミナノレ・キーボードからの入力

を示す。 ζの流れは第 17図の 100

11:.待入されるものである。

第36図 ターミナル・キーボードからのデータの入力例。アンダーラインの.;1かれた文字および

数字が入力データである。乙の例は.最終エネルギ-40MfJVの IOBイオンを得るため

の入力であるの

第37図 第36図の入力例によって得られた.ビーム軌道。

第38図最終エネルギー 120MeVの 127[イオンのビーム軌道。

第39図 タンデム加速器の端子電圧と個々の Q-レγ ズのパラメーターを人}Jデータとして乍え

る場合の入力例。
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1. Introduction

An accelerator system is equipped with a number of optical devices, such as deflection
magnets and electrostatic or magnetic quadrupole lenses, in order to transport ions without
losses from an ion source to a target. Ion optics calculation can be utilized to obtain the
optimum parameters of those equipments for such an operation. Because of some assumptions,
on which the calculation is based, the results are not always fitted strictly to the actual operat-
ing conditions. However, it gives approximate values helpful and sufficient to operate the
system with slight adjustments by the operators.

The computer code BEAM has been developed for the ion optics calculation of the
JAERI tandem accelerator system. One of the aims of the code is to examine the optimum
parameters of the optical devices, especially those for the quadrupole lenses, for the suitable
transport of ions at the accelerator operation time. The other is to observe the aspect of the
ion beam trajectories on a picture display system, through which their realistic appearances
are recognized more distinctly.

This report describes the code BEAM and its associated problems somewhat in detail.
Sections 2 and 3 summarize the basic preliminaries for the ion optics calculation, section 4
presents their extention to the acceleration tube, and section 5 outlines the beam envelope
optics. In section 6 the effects of the charge exchange processes are shown, and in section 7
the parameter search proced-trf s are discussed. Section 8 explains the constitution of the code
and illustrates the individual :"broutines included, and the examples of calculation are also
shown. Finally, the report is concluded in section 9.
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2. Basic preliminaries

2.1 Basic assumptions

In the present calculation, the following assumptions are made.
(1) The ions move close to the beam axis, namely, the ion beam is paraxial. Therefore,

the higher order terms of the field expansion can be neglected.
(2) The ion velocities are assumed to be low enough, so that the relativistic corrections

can be neglected.
(3) The space charge effect can be neglected.
Practically, the assumption (2) is concerned with the calculation for the acceleration

tubes. To make more extensive calculation, the relativistic ray equation should be solved. Since
the space charge effect cannot be ignored where the current density is high and/or the ions
are moving with considerably low velocities, the assumption (3) is not applicable to the
situation in the region of ion sources. Thus, such a region should be avoided in the calculation
by means of the present code.

2.2 Coordinate system

A coordinate system1' of U,x,s), shown in Fig. 1, is used. The axes z and x are asso-
ciated with the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively, at the starting point of the
traveling of the ions. These axes move together with the ion, without rotating around the beam
direction. The axis s is so chosen that it always coincides with the beam direction.

'beam direction

Fig. 1 The coordinate system used in the present formalism.
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2.3 Matrix representation

The transformation of each ion passing through an optical device is represented by a
transfer matrix, as

pj \cP ,ipj\pj ( 2 - 3 - U

where, r denotes the transverse position coordinate, x or z, of the ion, p is its canonical
conjugate momentum, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the entrance and exit of the device,
respectively. The determinant of the transfer matrix is

Dp— apdp—bpcp=\, (2.3.2)

since the system is a Hamiltonian system2*.
The transverse momentum p is expressed, in the paraxial ion optics, by using the axial

momentum p, and the slope r' of the ion trajectory to the beam axis as

p-ps-r' . (2.3.3)

Substituting into Eq.(2.3.1),

. . . . (2.3.4)
d i

where
a-•-ap, b=bp-p,\. c- Cp/psi, d dp-pu/pn- (2.3.5)

The. subscripts 1 and 2 are the same as for Eq.(2.3.1), and the determinant of the matrix is

D=ad-bc--^-. (2.3.6)

If the space on both sides of the device is at the same potential, p, is constant in paraxial
beam optics and the determinant D is unity.

In case that the system is composite of optical devices, the total transfer matrix between
the entrance and the exit of the system is given as the product of the transfer matrices for the
individual devices multiplied in the reverse order of application,

Mtotai^Mn'Mn-l Ml ' M\ . (2.3.7)
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3. Transfer matrices

This section presents the transfer matricesl)>3)-4) for the fundamental optical devices.
Usually, they are given in the from of Eq.(2.3.4) rather than of Eq.(2.3.1).

The matrix for the acceleration tube is described in the next section. In this case the ion
energies at both sides of the device are different, and accordingly the determinant of the
transfer matrix is not unity.

3.1 Matrix for a field free drift space

A field free region limited by two planes perpendicular to the beam axis is called a
field free drift space. Tne matrix for the drift space is expressed by

Mdn/, ( J, (3.1.1)

where t is the drift length.

3.2 Matrix for a quadrupole lans

In both the electrostatic and the magnetic quadrupole lenses, the field in a single element
is provided by four poles, and has a converging effect on the ions in one plane, for example
x-jplane, and a diverging effect in the other, s-s plane. The transfer properties of a single
quadrupole element are expressed in the matrix form

/ coskL "fc~s'n ^
Mc=\ | (3.2.1)

I ~k sin kL cos kL

for the converging plane, and

[ cosh kL T"s'nn '
Md=\ I (3-2.2)

I k sinh kL cosh kL

for the diverging plane. Here, L is the effective length of the quadrupole. The field parameter
k is

cm"' (3.2.3)

for the electrostatic lens, and

for the magnetic lens. Where d is the aperture diameter of the lens in cm, V is the potential on
the poles in volts, n is the number of elementary charges carried by the ions, E is the energy
of the ions in electron volts, Bp is the magnetic regidity of the ions in gauss-cm, and IN is
the number of ampere-turns per pole.

A quadruple doublet is a set of two quadrupoles of opposite polarity separated by a
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drift space. The total transfer matrix is given as

Md^MfMiriffMc (3.2.5)

in one plane and

Mdc=Mc-Mdr,/l-Md (3.2.6)

in the other.
A quadrupole triplet consists of three quadrupoles, the polarities of which are opposite

by turns. Individual quadrupoles are separated by the drift spaces usually with eq'ial lengths.
The total matrix is

Mci^Mc-MiT.ffMfMtr.ffMc (3-2.7)

in one plane and

Mdcd~- Md • Mdr.ft • Mc • Mdr,f, • Md (3.2.8)

in the other.

3.3 Matrix for a thin lens

The idealized concept of a thin lens describes that the action of the localized field at the
principal plane of the lens is represented by a discontinuous change of the direction of the
trajectory, with no change in its position r. Its thickness is assumed to be infinitely thin and
the transfer matrix is obtained as

\ , (3.3.1)

f being the focal length.

3.4 Matrix for a bending magnet

Among various types of bending magnets, the simplest is the sector magnet with uniform
field, which has straight entry and exit faces orthogonal to the incoming and outgoing
trajectories, respectively. As is shown in Fig. 2, the central ray of an ion beam draws a circular
trajectory of radius p through an angle <p in the magnet. The direction of the uniform magnetic
field is perpendicular to the paper upward.

Fig. 2 Sector mignet.
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The transfer properties are represented in matrix form as

cosp p sin <f
Mbetiding 1

(3.4.1)
-sin? cos cp

Mverlica (3.4.2)

for the bending plane, and

1 P9
O 1

for the plane vartical to the bending plane.
For the bending plane, a dispersion term for momentum P should be taken into account.

The dispersion vector is given as
| / P ( 1 cosp)\ ( 3 4 3 )

D'J \ sin <p I

and the resultant transfer properties are given by the following two terms,

(:;) "-•••• CH 0 (3.4.4)

The bending magnet of uniform field with arbitrary entry and exit angles of e and r is
shown in Fig. 3. These angles are taken to be positive if the center of curvature and the
trajectory outside the magnet lie on the same side of the normals to the magnet faces. Such
a magnet can be regarded as a sector magnet with magnet wedges at both ends. The magnet
wedges act as thin lenses, as described below1 )>3), so that the resultant transfer matrices are

(3.4.5)
cos {<p- e)

COS £

1 sin (g>-f~r)
P cos £ • cos r cos

and

1

tan r
p J

1 P<p

0 1

•
tan £

i - -

V P

0

1

(3.4.6)
1 <p tan e

-tane-tanr+p tan t-tan r
9

The dispersion vector is modified to

( p(l-cosp) \
(3.4.7)

tan r(l-cos<p)+sin<pj

and should be added to Eq.(3.4.5) in the same manner as Eq.(3.4.4). Since, however, dp/pis
small enough to be neglected in the present tandem accelerator, this term is not included in
the present calculation.
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Fig. 3 Uniform field bending magnet with non-orthogonal
•.ntry and exit.
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4. Acceleration tube

4.1 Double aperture lens

In principle, the acceleration tube can be regarded as a double aperture lens, which
consists of two single aperture lenses separated by a certain distance. The single aperture
lens is a single circular aperture in a plane electrode separating the space into two regions of
different fields. The aspect of the field around the aperture, and its focusing properties for
ions passing through it are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 depicts the double aperture lens. Two single aperture lenses are set with a distance
of de and at potentials V, and V2. The potentials outside both lenses are constant, and the
space between them is that of the uniform field.

In general, trajectories of ions in an electrostatic field are given by sob-ing the ray equa-
tion. Zworykin et al.5) have simplified the ray equation to that for the non-relativistic and
paraxial ray, and have expressed the field potential function in a power series of r ant' the
axial potential <p(s). Neglecting the terms of higher order than the first in r and r', the ray
equation becomes

© ' ( « ) , © • ( « ) ( 4 i n
r * \ — y ' f 0 ' '

2<p( s) 4<p\s)

This equation has been integrated5* by replacing the continuous axial potential y(s) with
a number of uniform field segments, Can's method, as shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the
actual potential (soh'd line) is approximated uy the straight line (broken line) in each segment.
The integration has been performed separately over the uniform field segments and over the
infinitesimal breaking point regions between the neighboring uniform field segments.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Schematic views for the single apertures lens, (a) The
lines of force around the lens, and (b) the focusing
properties of the lens.
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of double aperture lens.

Fig. 6 Approximation of the axial potential curve in the electrostatic
field. The actual potential is approximated by the straight
broken lines.
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The results of the integration have been utilized by Fert6) and Timm7) to the matrix
notation of the double aperture lens. Timm7) has expressed the matrix for the uniform field
segment in the form of Eq.(2.3.4), as

i - ;—-J9.
Ja>.+ Ja>.4i (4.1.2)

and that for the infinitesimal breaking point as

1 0
Mb. (4.1.3)

p')i-i.i~ (y')i.m

A<p,

Here, <p ~d<p/ds, d is the length of the field segment and the subscript 'i 1, (indicates the
region between the i-lth and the t th breaking points. The matrix for the aouble aperture
iens can be obtained, by making use of the matrices above, and regarding the effect of the
breaking point region as same as that of the single aperture dsns,

Mfauble aptrl >r< -: Mb'p.' Mu. /. • Mb!p. . (*•' •*)

where the superscript (I) and (2) indicate the respective breaking poir.ts at the entrance and

the exit of the field segment. As seen in Eq.(4.1.3), M,.*, is equivalent to the matrix for the

thin lens with the focal length of

f — (4.1.5)

which is consistent with that of the single aperture lens described later on (refer to section 4.2).
Since the ion energies before and after the double aperture lens are not equal, the deter-

minant D of each matrix above obtained by Timm7* is not unity. Fert6', on the other hand,
has expressed the transfer property in the form

Cf

(4.1.6)

The matrix elements in Eq.(4.1.6) are related to those in the form of Eq.(2.3.4), on which
Eqs.(4.1.2) and (4.1.3) are based, as

a/=a, b/~b/J<p\, Cf=c-.J<pi, d/~ d VP2A/V1 (4.1.7)

and its determinant is a/d/-bfC/~l.
Applying Eqs.(4.1.2) and (4.1.3) to the double aperture lens shown in Fig. 5, the

resultant matrix is

able aperture

(4.1.8)

replacing p. withy,.
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4.2 Focusing property of double aperture lens

The trajectory of an ion in the double aperture lens is typically shown in Fig. 7, where
the ion moves from left to right. Between the apertures, the trajectory shows a parabola
represented by

Here, r0, »orand «osare the transverse distance, the transverse and the axial velocity compo-
nents of the ion, respectively, just behind the entrance aperture. The velocity components
are positive when their respective directions coincide with the r and s axes shown in Fig. 7.
The quantity k is

, E 1 Vi-V, (4.2.2)

Vobeing the potential where the ion has zero kinetic energy, so that ft is positive for both
cases of the negative and positive ions. The ion beam accelerated in the double aperture
lens, therefore, is focussed, if the velocity component ratio »or/Woiof each ion is negative.

As the criterion of the focusing strength of the double aperture lens, the focal length
of the entrance single aperture lens is important quantity. It is defined, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
being associated with the incident beam parallel to the beam axis, namely, being analogous to
that in the geometrical optics. In such a case, the velocity component ratio of each ion is
obtaineds)>8) as

f o r ro(E,-g a) q

where, I q\ is the number of charges of the ions, E, and E2 are the field strength before and after
the aperture, respectively. Eq.(4.2.3) shows that vOr/vOsis negative irrespective of the charge
states of ions, because £,=0 and £2<0 for the negative ions, while Ex 0 and £2>0for the
positive ions. Hence, the beam is always focussed after the entrance aperture, and the focal
length has been gjvens)>8)>9' approximately in the electron optics, by utilizing Eq.(4.2.3), as

4V
£>-£2

(4.2.4)

Fig. 7 The focusing trajectory of an ion in the double aperture lens.
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tfE^V/D. Held, E denotes the fields on either side of the aperture, D is the aperture diameter
and V is the aperture potential relative to Vo. The fields £, and £2 are the same as those in Eq.
(4.2.3).

Eq.(4.2.4) holds also for positive ions. It should be noted, however, that the potential
V is negative for positive ions, while positive for negative ions, because V originates fro:n the
relation

^•mv2^e\V\=e\V,-Vt\, (4.2.5)

where, m and v are the mass and the velocity of the ions at the aperture, respectively, V, is the
potential at the aperture and Vois the same as in Eq.(4.2.2).

Since the shorter focal length indicates the stronger focusing strength, Eq.(4.2.4) shows
that the larger field difference produces the stronger focusing effects on ions. This fact is
applied to the acceleration tube system of the electrostatic accelerator, in case of low energy
acceleration. The unfavorable focusing condition, due to the small field difference at the
entrance of the tube system, is improved by short-circuiting some tubes to cqui-potcntial,
which causes the field difference to increase without changing the terminal potential.

f .3 Acceleration tube for tha tandem accelerator

The acceleration tube of the tandem accelerator can be regarded as a series of double
aperture lenses connected by the field free drift spaces. It has two parts for ion acceleration,
those for the low energy (L.E.) and the high energy (H.E.) acceleration, preceeding and follow-
ing the stripper, respectively. In the former part, the ions of the negative state of q 1 are
accelerated and the focal length of the aperture of the acceleration unit is given by Eq.(4.2.4)
with

V=V,-V0, (4.3.1)

where Voand V, are the same as those for Eq.(4.2.5).
In the latter part, on the contrary, the ions of the positive charge state of + ̂  are acceler-

ated. Furthermore, if the ions extracted from the ion source are of the form of the compound,
and are broken up into the individual elements at the stripper, the masses of the ions in the
H.E. acceleration part are different from those in L.E. acceleration part. Thus, the focal
length in the H.E. acceleration part is given by Eq.(4.2.4), but V should be represented as

(4.3.2)

where m and m are the respective masses of the ions before and after the stripper, VT is the
terminal potential in MV and JEslis the energy loss in the stripper in MeV.

The ion optics of the acceleration tubes has been studied by Elkind5). He has extended
the first order focusing theory and has analyzed the focusing and defocusing properties at the
transition region between the uniform field and the field free drift space. This transition
region is a smoothly varying fringing field which depends on the tube diameter, and has a
weaker effect on the focusing strength than that estimated from the abrupt breaking point.
Because the kinetic energies of the ions at the entrance unit is relatively low, it is considered
to be important that its focal length should be described accurately. Elkind6' has modified
Eq.(4.2.4) as
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where C is a function of VI (£1 - £2) and the aperture diameter D, and C • 1.
In the present calculation, the parameter C represented b y " '

C=-a+b--yr (4.3.4)

with a = 1.0, b = 0.57 is adopted. The diameter £>is in the same unit as that for / . From Eq.
(4.3.4) the modified focal length / " i s given as

, *^ 21/{l + Vl-'-0.57P-(£1 -£-)/yi (4 3 5)
J ~ £,-£2

with the respective values of V's given by Eqs.(4.3.l) and (4.3.2) for L.E. and H.E. accelera-
tion parts.

4.4 Transfer matrix for acceleration tube

The transfer matrix for the acceleration tube is represented as

Maccub.-M^n-MZ] ,,,,-Mi?,/, Mirl/rMii'c „„•«*, ' / • . (4.4.1)

where, Mace »«n is the transfer matrix for the acceleration unit which can be replaced with
the transfer matrix for the double aperture lens, given by Eq.(4.1.8). It is modified by using
the focal length expressed by Eq.(4.3.5) with the result of

kc d
where

1 2dt
T' J

b= -2dl-jV,
jv^jv, ( 4 A 3 )

ft ^ W i -JV2

Here, / f and / * are the focal lengths of the entrance and exit single aperture lenses, respec-
tively, given by Eq.(4.3.5).
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5. Beam envelope optics

There are two ways of describing the ion transfer properties. One is the ray tracing that is
used to study the behavior of individual ion trajectories. The other is the phase space ellipsoid
method that treats the beam envelopes characterized by the boundaries of the phase space
volume.

The latter is based on the following concept. Each ion contained in the ion beam can be
specified at each location by the transverse momentum P and the transverse position r. A pair
of the parameters p and r represents a point in a phase space, and the pairs of all of the ions
at the respective locations constitute a closed volume in the phase space. From the surface
of this volume, the beam envelope can be defined as is seen later.

In this report, the calculation is performed according to this method, the details of which
are described below.

5.1 Liouville's theorem

At every point in the phase space volume, an ion density distribution r is introduced as

r~-r(ri,r2, r3K, />,, fa p , H ) , (5.1.1)

where r and p are the position coordinate and its canonical conjugate momentum of the ion,
respectively, t is time and N denotes the number of ions. As the ions move from a certain
point to another through some optical devices, the phase space volume is also transformed
according to the ion transfer properties.

During this transfer, the density distribution in the phase space obeys Liouville's theorem.
The theorem states1*-2* that in the vicinity of an ion, the density distributions remains
constant throughout the motion, if the ions move in an external magnetic field or in a general
external field with forces which do not depend on the velocity. If interacting forces between
ions are negligible, as is the case in this report, the problem can be reduced to the six-dimen-
tional phase space2', and the number of ions in an infinitesimal phase space volume is given as

dN=z(z, x, s, pz, p» ps, t)de-dx-ds-dp,-dp,-dp,. (5.1.2)

As the consequence of Liouville's theorem, it can be said that the phase space volume
encompassing all ions does not change its size, although it generally changes its shape. If the
motions of the ions in each coordinate are independent of other coordinates, the theorem
can be applied to each coordinate separated and the motions in z, x and s are specified
independently.

5.2 Acceptance and emittance

In general, optical system consists of a number of devices, each of which has an effective
aperture limiting the unrestricted expansion of the beam size. Therefore, it is an important
problem to know what size and divergence are permissible for the beam to pass through all
such effective apertures.

The problem is solved with the aid of the concepts of acceptance and emittance as
described below. The acceptance is defined as the phase space volume, within which the ions
must lie in order to be transferred through an optical system without losses. In the paraxial
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ray optics, the phase space volume can be described by the separated phase space areas for the
individual coordinates, and the acceptance area can be approximated by an ellipse1)>12), which
are represented generally as

rpr2+2aprp+Ppp2 = '.p (5.2.1)

with

for* -a2p=l, (5.2.2)

where r denotes x or z coordinate of the ions and P is the corresponding transverse momen-
tum. The area of the ellipse, Sp, is given by

Sp = rtep. (5.2.3)

The phase space area of the ions can also be approximated by an ellipse3' and represented
as Eq.(5.2.1). From the viewpoint of the divice system, the ellipse is called'1 an 'acceptance
ellipse' of "acceptance, e P', while from that of the ion beam, a 'beam ellipse' of 'emittance
£(>'. Under the transformation through any optical device, the ellipse is transferred into an
ellipse, and since its size is unchanged, eP is constant throughout the traveling of the ion beam.
If the beam ellipse coincides with or is included within the acceptance ellipse, all of the ions
are transferred through the whole system, otherwise a fraction of the ions are lost.

Through Eq.(2.3.3), the Eqs.(5.2.1) and (5.2.2) are expressed as

rr2!-2arr'2{pr'2 -e (5.2.4)

with

/9r a;2 1 (5.2.S)

where, r-rp/Ps, a=o.p, f} = pp-ps and «= e/P*. If the beam energy is unchanged, Ps is constant
in the paraxial beam optics, so that Eq.(5.2.4) represents the ellipse in r - r'phase space with
the constant area of S=xt. On the contrary, if the beam undergoes the energy change, as is
the case in the acceleration tubes, the area is reduced in inverse proportion to the increase
of the axial momentum.

In the present code, the initial beam ellipse given by Eq.(5.2.4) at the starting point is
transformed through the subsequent devices, and the beam envelope trajectory is calculated
as described in the following sections. Its size is so controlled, by adjusting the parameters
of the quadrupole lenses, that all of the ions can pass through the whole system, without
being obstructed by the effective apertures caused by the devices. This procedure correponds
to that controles the shape of the beam ellipse so as to be included within the acceptance
ellipse.

5.3 Beam envelope

The beam envelope calculation is performed on the basis of the phase space ellipse
represented by Eq.(5.2.4). The ellipse is shown in Fig. 8. The outermost ion of the beam is
specified on the ellipse by the point at which r has the maximum value, rmax-%/JF, as shown
in Fig. 8. Therefore, the beam envelope at the location s is given by

y/pl. (5.3.1)

In order to obtain the transformation of the ellipse through an optical device, the inverse
transformation for the device
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Fig. 8 The phase space ellipse. From Ref. 1.

with

is inserted into Eq.(5.2.4). The resultant matrix notation

with

a

£2 = D£.

-2ab

ad'rbc

-led

-bd

d* )

r-.

(5.3.3)

(5.3.4)

(5.3.5)

is obtained, showing the transformation property of the ellipse parameters p, a and r . Here,
£ia:7d £z are the respective emittances before and after the transformation. The determinat
D is equal to 1 if the ion energies are equal before and after the device, otherwise D- pti fpu as
is shown in Eq.(2.3.6).

In the field free drift space, y?a. tfz and n at s2=s, +1 are obtained from /?,, <*i and n at
5=s, and the elements of the transfer matrix for the drift space, Eq.(3.1.1), as

'1 -2fi

*2 | = | 0 1

, r 2 / vO 0

The beam envelope R(s) in the drift space is

The position of the extremum of R(s) is obtained by equating dR/ds=0, which yields the

position sK

s*=s,+— • (5.3.8)
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From the condition that R(.s) should be real, it is obtained that n must be positive, so that
d2R/dsz(s=sw)=-Je-r?2>Q, which indicates that the extremum at s sw is the minimum,
namely, the beam has a waist at sK. The waist is ahead of s, if a, is positive and behind si if
or, is negative.

It is obtained from Eq.(5.3.6) that the parameters 0. a and r at the waist are

P» = yt< aK=0, r » = n . (5.3.9)

which shows that the ellipse at the waist is on the principal axes with its area of s ue.
The expansion of R(s) around sw

(5.3.10)

shows, together with Eqs.(5.3.1) and (5.3.9), the following characteristics of the beam enve-
lope near the waist.

1. If rw>l, the beam has a narrow size and a large divergence, and
2. if r u " ' l , it has a large size and is nearly parallel to the beam axis.
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6. Charge exchange

In the tandem accelerator, the charge exchange of negative ions is carried out by means
of the stripper, which causes the beam transfer in the accelerator to be complicated. It pro-
duces a wide band of charge states and also gives rise to ion scattering processes in the ion
beams. In this section, these two problems in the ion optics calculation are described.

6.1 Charge distribution

Some electrons in the atomic shells of the accelerated negative ions are stripped in the
foil or gas stripper system at the end of the L.E. acceleration part. The positive ions thus
obtained are accelerated moreover by the electric field of opposite direction, and gain the
final energy of

E/= ^•(VT'Vo)+g-VTJEs, (6.1.1)

in MeV. Here, m and m are the masses of ions before and after the stripper, respectively,
<? is the charge state of the positive ions, VT is the terminal potential in MV, Vo is negative
potential in MV, where the negative ions have zero kinetic energy, and 4£.( is the energy
loss of the ions in the stripper system in MeV. If the terminal potential associated with the
final energy E/is required, Eq.(6.1.1) is represented as

In the present calculation, the charge state Q used in Eq.(6.i.l) or (6.1.2) is chosen on
the basis of the charage state distribution obtained through the semi-empirical formulae13*
for the average equilibrium charge states and the equilibrium charge fraction. Betz13' has
reported the detailed survey work for the charge exchange mechanism and the equilibrium
charge states for heavy ions, penetrating through gaseous and solid media. An universal expres-
sion for average charge states produced in solid has been found by Nikolaev and Dmitrievl4),

7=«-[l + Gr-a •»/»')•*]•* (6.1.3)

for Z ^ 1 6 , where z is the atomic number of the incident ion, »' = 3.6Xl0'm/sec, v is the ion
velocity, a =0.45 and fc=0.6. For gas media, Dmitriev and Nikolaev15) have obtained an
expression

a a a 2 ) (6.1.4)

for 0.3<<?/z<0.9 , where the ion velocity v is in units of 10s m/sec. The parameter values are
rti = 0.4, <*2=0.3, w=0.9 and « = 7.0 in argon and nitrogen. In the region qlz < 0.3, a different
empirical relation has been given asls*

q=A-vz112, (6.1.5)

where A =0.18 in argon and nitrogen.
The equilibriiim charge fraction may be approximated by a Gaussian distribution

r., \ i r (q~q^ "1 te. \ c\
F(q)= 8 exp -^-r2—J- (D.I.D)

The distribution width d has been found to be represented by l4)

d—dfjq~ ll — (q/z)1 ] , (6.1.7)
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where rf2=0.5 and *=0.6.
The energy loss AES, used in Eqs.(6.1.1) and (6.1.2) is obtained from the calculation

of Ziegler16). The numerical values of the total stopping for the stripper materials (MeV/
(mg/cm2)) vs ion energy (MeV/amu) are taken from the curves in Ref. 16 and tabulated. At
the calculation of Eq.(6.1.1) or (6.1.2), the energy loss J£ s ( is obtained from these values by
interpolation.

6.2 Effect of ion scattering

According to Joy17), a mean square scattering angle of heavy ions in thin foils and in
gases, is given by

%-T, (6.2.1)

where, </>* is in mrad, z$ and A, are the atomic number and the mass number of the stripper
material, respectively, Z, is the atomic number of the incident ion, £, is its energy in MeV,
and T is the stripper thickness in «g/cm2. Replacing Twith P^ L, where P is the density in
#g/cm3 andiis the stripper length in cm, <^S}can be written as

<*}> ei-L. (6.::.2)

Joy17) has considered first an ion beam running along the beam axis, namely, that of
zero emittance. The effects of the scattering process caused by the ion beam may be described
by means of the additional angular divergence and the displacement from the beam axis. Both
effects are explained in Figs. 9(a) and (b) with the associated coordinates, where r denotes
either of x or z. The discussions here can be restricted to r and 8, in case of the paraxial beam.

Assuming the bivariate normal density distribution18* for r and 0, after the scattering,
and referring, for example, to the discussions in Ref. 19, the mean square values and the
covariance of r and 9r are obtained as

(6.2.3)

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 (a) The coordinate system, and (b) variable notations concerning
the scattering process of the ions in the stripper. Displacement r
denotes either of x or z. From Ref. 17.
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where M,; *s are the elements of the variance/covariance matrix M,

,, M12

The geometrical interpretation of the error matrix18' shows that the standard deviations
of the two correlated variables r and 6r are represented as the half-length of the projections
of the error ellipse on the two coordinate axes. This ellipse is called the ellipse of the standard
deviations and is givenl8> by

M2:r
2-2Mlzr0r+Ml,8i- del(M), (6.2.5)

where det (Mis the determinant of the matrix M. Putting

Mi2- a-it (6.2.6)

with

fir a2 1, (6.2.7)

Eq.(6.2.5)is

Tr2\2ar0T\fid* J£. ( 6 2.8)

Since 6, > tan 0, r\ it is found that the ellipse of standard deviations directly corresponds
to the phase space ellipse for the new beam in the r r'plane, Jc being the increment of the
emittance. Applying to the present problem, the ellipse is obtained as shown in Fig. 10.

In case that the incident beam has a finite emittance, Joy17) has obtained the overall
emittance as follows*. The effects of the stripper on the incident beam are attributed to the
scattering processes in the drift space of length L, and are given through

r'
3/2

1/2

Fig. 10 The phase space ellipse of the beam after the stripper of length L.
Incident beam with zero emittance is assumed. From Ref. 17.

+ The procedure is described here by using the ellipse parameters 0, crand r, while Joy17* has discussed the
problem through the variance/covariance matrices.
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(6.2.9)

where, £2. ot2, r2 and fii.oCi. n refer to the exit and entrance of the stripper, respectively.
The second term A is caused by the scattering process and is represented as

I 1/6 e2
sL

3\
± \~\/ieU2 • (6.2.10)

M22 / V 1/2-9?L J
Assuming that the scattering processes are concentrated at the center of the stripper, Eq.
(6.2.9) is equivalent to

« 2

- Ti I

'1 L Z.V4

0 1 -LI2

1 1
From Eqs.(6.2.9), (6.2.10) and (6.2.11),

1 L Uik

U2 1
1 / 2 4 •(<!>',) L2

0

(6.2.11)

(6.2.12)0 1

,0 0 1

The right hand side of Eq.(6.2.12) indicates that the effects of the scattering processes arc

represented as the phase space ellipse on the principal axes, with the half axes of Z ^ ^ * ) L?

and Aj-(0?>. Therefore, if the input beam makes a waist at the center of the stripper, it is

considered that a new waist with a new emittance of

(6.2.13)
is formed there. Here, rma , and r'ma, are half the major and minor axes of the incident beam
phase space ellipse.

For foil strippers, the I-2-dependent term can be neglected and the emittance is reduced
to

, (6.2.14)

which indicates that the beam size is unchanged, while the beam divergence increases to

The new ellipse parameters /98, <z2and r* are given as

ff2-=0 (6.2.15)
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7. Parameter search of quadrupole lenses

For the purpose of the suitable ion transfer throughout the system, the electrostatic and
magnetic quadrupole lenses (abbreviated as Q-lenses, hereafter) are used to form beam waists
at some desired locations on the beam axis. In order to obtain the optimum parameters of the
Q-lenses for such operations, it is necessary to carry out the parameter search calculation.

As described in section 3.2, the focusing strength of a quadrupole element is determined
by a field parameter k. Therefore, that of a doublet Q-Iens is determined by two parameters
6, and ki and a triplet Q-lens by three parameters &,, k2 and k,. Practically, however, the triplet
Q-lens is usually used with A, k3, so that its focusing strength is also characterized by two
parameters feiandfc2

+\
The aim of the parameter search is to obtain the k, and fe2 values which form the waists

at the same locations in AT S and z s planes simultaneously.

7.1 Mathematical description

Let the locations of the waists formed by the Q-lens by

and

W, Wt{kl,kz\ai,b,

(7.1.1)

(7.1.2)

There may be some optical devices between the Q-lens and the waist, such as deflection
magnets or acceleration tube units with the fixed parameters «,, Ax. a*. bz, If there
is no optical devices between the Q-lens and the waist, the locations W, and Wa are measured
from the exit of the last quadrupole element. If there are any devices, the locations are
measured from the exit of the last device. The situations are illustrated in Figs. 11(a) and (b).

The location of the waists, K^and Wz, are given by

Wx-Wrx. W.'-aJr, (7.1.3)

Other Opticol
Devices

Q - lens

u
Q - lens

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 Beam forcusing by means of Q-lens, (a) without and (b) with
other devices between the Q-lens and the waist locations.

+ In the present report, the discussion is restricted to the triplet Q-lens.
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as described in section 5.3. Here, ax, r». a, and Tz are the values at the exit of the last optical
device, depending on A,. k2 and the parameters ax. bx< • - , a,, b,. ••••. If one of the field param-
eters, for example k2, is fixed, Ws and W, vary with k, as typically shown in Fig. 12. The
line W=W0 indicates the desired waist location at Wo. The k, values that form the waist at
Wo in each plane are derived from the crossing points of Wx or W, curve over the line W Wo.

In order to obtain the ft, and fe2 values which form the waists at the same location Wo in
both planes simultaneously, the successive approximation is used20> in the present calculation
as described below.

Consider a function

F(Wx,W,)=(W,-W,y+Wt-W<,Y. (7.1.4)

To make this function minimum with respect to

— ?(W

— 2(W
(7.1.5)

should be solved for k, and k2. Expanding Wx and W, around k *',°"and/! kl
2"\ which are

taken as the first approximate values of k\m and kV°\

x - s plane

Fig. 12 Variations of the waists with one of the parameters, *,. Another
parameter, fej, is fixed. Lines at W- Wo indicate the locations of
the desired waists at IVO. The numerds by the crossing points
are for the notations IWX SELECT and IWZ SELECT. See text.
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W,(k,. k2; a,, b, ) W,(k\"". kz"" : a,, b, )

J9WL\ .Jk .(™<\ .Jk, (7-1.6)

here, Jk, k, k\"\ Ak2 k2 *^"and / denotes x or z. Substituting Eq.(7.1.6) for W\ and
W2inEq.(7.1.5),

? K ( f ) ( f )•«••"• -•''.£]« (7.1.7)

) 1.2

here, 3W,/3«, (31V,-'3*.)»_ ^»i. The quantities J*,d 1,2) obtained by solving Eq.(7.1.7)
give the second approximate values for *, as k\u'' k\"" • Ak,. The second approximate value
Wt is also obtained, by replacing *',"" with k',°". New W, may be substituted for 1% in the right
hand side of Eq.(7.1.6) to get its higher approximate values.

Repeating the same procedures, the desired parameters *l""and *•>"" would be obtained
with satisfactory accuracy.

7.2 Behavior of waists

It is found from Fig. 12 that each curve Wx or Ws has two ways of crossing over the line
W Wa. One is that with a steep slope, while the other with a gentle slope. These can be dis-
tinguished from each other through the r values near the crossing points, namely, the value
for the steep slope is considerably smaller than that for the gentle slope.

The waist given on the steep slope, i.e. with the small r value, looks undesirable for the
beam transport operation, because it moves rapidly along the beam axis even with a slight
change of k, value. As mentioned in section 5.3, however, the beam envelope with a small
r value at the waist is broad but has small divergence, so that the problem above hardly affects
the actual operation. The waist given on the gentle slope, on the contrary, does not move
with k, > , strikingly. This tendency is favorable, beacause the beam envelope with the large
T value is narrow but has rather large divergence at the waist.

A number of pairs of the k, and k2 parameters, which give the waist at Wo, are obtained
by generating the waist location vs fe, curves with the various k2 values fixed. Fig. 13 plots
such k\ and fez pairs as the ki vs k^ representation. A series of the pairs obtained by tracing a
crossing point at every k2 values is represented as a curve. In Fig. 13, therefore, the same
number of curves as that of the crossing points in each waist- k i curve are drawn for the
respective planes, which are designated a s i s and e s. If any curves for different planes
intersect with each other, the intersecting points give desired A]*" and kiW] values, while if no
intersecting points, no parameters desired are given in the region of /e.and k2 values under
consideration.

For each plane, two kinds of curves are obtained in the kz k, representation. They
are related to the parameter pairs associated with the steep and gentle slopes in Fig. 12. Ac-
cordingly, four kinds of intersecting points are available in Fig. 13. The aspects of the beam
envelopes near the waists based on such pairs are shown in Fig. 14. For the actual accelerator
operation, the aspects shown as (b) and (c) in Fig. 14 are undesirable for the suitable beam
transport. Since such ill-shaped waist pairs originate from the large differences between r* and
r: values, the condition

Max (rx. r?) . n , - ,- , ,*
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K2
x-s

x-s

Fig. 13 Representation of the parameter pairs of *, and k2, which give
the waists at the desired locations i.: the x s and z s planes.
The parameter pairs obtained from the intersecting points of
the curves denoted as x s and z s give the waists at the same
locations in both planes.

- * - S

(0) (bJ (c) Id)

Fig. 14 Four kinds of the shapes of the beam envelopes near waist points.
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should be satisfied with k?" and *i"', in order to carry out the normal beam transport. The
quantity C, is a constant of around 5.

Furthermore, to avoid the rather small or large magnification of the beam size,

a 2 2 )
Min(JJf"-el"1, JJiw-"•ji

where (w) and (w— 1) indicate the waist under consideration and that precedes it by one,
respectively, t denotes x or*, and C2'ts again a constant of around 5.

No optimum At',1"1- kL"" pairs may be obtained in the following three situations.
1. The waist-*icurves in Fig. 12 have no crossing points over the w Uplines in both

planes. In this situation no waists are formed in both planes at the desired location

Wo.
2. The curves for the kt~ki representation in Fig. 13 have no intersecting points.

In tlus situation no A, - k2 pairs are found to form the waists at WD in both palnes
simultaneously.

3. The k, -k2 pair that looks to be the desired one does not satisfy Eq.(7.2.l) and/or
Eq.(7.2.2).

The ways of dealing with these situations are described in section 8.

7.3 First approximate values of *!"''and *',u"

The essential problem in the successive approximation is to find the first approximate
values of the resultant A',""-AS."1'pairs. This problem is reduced to that or obtaining the
approximate k, and k3 values of the intersecting points in the ft 2 ft,representation. For this
purpose, the curves in Fig. 13 obtained for both planes are expressed as the quadrutic curves
by means of the method of least squares,

k2=A, -kl + B, -kx+C (7.3.1)

where the subscrit t denotes I O T Z . The first approximate values fti""and ft'^'are obtained
by solving these simultaneous equations for x and z.

This process gives the fairly good approximate values for the k\w)--AS.1"'pair desired.
However, it takes a long computation time for obtaining the final results, and is inconvenient
to get the optimum parameters of the Q-lenses at the accelerator operation time. Therefore,
the code is provided with another method as descrived below.

The values ft!"" and kf] are searched under the assumption that they satisfy the relation

Ite "'*•r o-W,(*!"",
Vij-i (7-3.2)

t=x, z, i = l , 2

which can be deduced to

\W,(*!"" +Jkuk2)-W,(£["", *!."") | >\Wo-W, (ft!"1, *S."")|
and (7.3.3)

To begin with, one of the parameters, fez for example, is fixed at its lower limit km,n given.
The waists in one of the planes, x—s plane for example, are calculated with fei from km,« to
ft mo x in steps of £k i. When a certain k i value satisfies the relation Eq(7.3.3), namely,
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the same relation for Ws with this k, -k2 pair is examined. If it also satisfies Eq.(7.3.3) for
Wj, this pair is taken as £1""-£•>"" pair, while if not, the procedure is continued with fe2 in-
creased by iki. If ft, value exceeds the upper limit kmax, it returns to kml« and k2 is increased
again by Aki. In such a way, k\w) and *•>"" values are obtained in the region Am,t, -k,--~kma,,
!= 1 and 2. The behavior of the procedure is represented in Fig. 15.

The implicit k2-k, representation may be that as shown in Fig. 13 or 15, so that if the
execution starts only from the point n~ Oin Fig. 15, the k\wl - A^'pair would be missed. There-
fore, the execution is repeated, shifting the starting points in turn until the *',"" *2""pair
is obtained or ki reaches kmax, as shown in the figure.

Each of two methods mentioned above has both irerits and demerits. The method 1 takes
long computation time, but can obtain k\wt and £•>"" as good approximate values. Hence it
gives surely the solution through the successive approximation, provided that there is an inter-
secting point of curves in the k2-k, representation. The method 2, on the contrary, takes
less time to get k\w<t and k'f'1 values, but if 4ft, value is unsuitably chosen for Eq.(7.3.2),
it may cause the divergence in the successive approximation process.

In the present code, both methods can be used complementarity.

- n

x-s

z-s

Fig. 15 The behavior of parameter search process.
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8. Construction of the code

The beam trajectory calculation is performed by means of the VAX-11 /780 computer
equipped with a picture display system, MPS. This computer system has been installed as the
data analyzing system associated with the JAERI tandem accelerator.

The computation proceeds in order of the optical devices arranged along the beam line
of the accelerator system. The beam trajectory calculated can be displayed on a CRT of MPS,
extending successively when every execution for each optical device is finished. The final
results for the device parameters and so forth are provided with the output sheets of the line
printer, and the resultant trajectory displayed on the CRT can be copied on a hard copy
plotter.

The following two modes of calculation are possible. In the calculation mode 1, the
terminal potential is derived from the final energy desired and the charge state selected. In
the mode 7, the terminal potential is given and the final beam energy is obtained by selecting
the charge state.

For each mode, two submodes can be selected. One is that calculates the trajectory,
being given the Q-lens parameters as described in section 8.4. The other is that searches for the
optimum Q-lens parameters to guide the beam from the starting point to the target.

The input data are read through a terminal keyboard and from the data files housed in
the disk. There are seventeen data files. One of them, INITIAL.DAT, contains the initial
values of the beam emittance parameters, the potential limit imposed on the acceleration
tube units and the dimension of the stripper.

Other two files of E_LOSS_F.DAT and E_LOSS_G.DAT tabulate the numerical
values concerned with the energy loss of ions in the foil and gas stripper materials, respectively.

The remaining fourteen files include the attributes and parameters of the optical devices
in order along the accelerator beam line and the beam lines in the independent target rooms.
The arrangement of these devices is shown in Fig. 16, which is the schematic view of the
accelerator system.

In this section, the flow of the code is outlined first. The functions of the individual
subroutines that constitute the code are described subsequently. Those subroutines which are
important for the calculation are illustrated with the flow charts of the computation. The data
files are also explained for the format with which the data are written. Finally, the process of
calculating the beam trajectory, by utillizing those subroutines, is illustrated and summarized.
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BM-04-1

Fig. 16 Schematic view of the JAERI tandem accelerator system. The optical
devices along the beam line are named conveniently as,

BM- : bending magnet
D S - : double slit
E Q - : electrostatic Q-lens
MQ- : magnetic Q-iens
S T - : stripper
V A - : variable aperture.
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8.1 Outline of the code

The code is composed of the following six files; 1. BEAM, 2. MATRIX, 3. TRAJEC,
4. QLENS, 5. DISPLAY and 6. DISLENS. Each file consists of several subroutines as are
listed in Table 1.

Tablt 1 List of files and subroutines

File Name Subroutine Name File Name Subroutine Name

BEAM

TRAJEC

MAIN

CHARGE EXCHANGE

ENERGYLOSS

DEVICEARR

D1SPLAYPREP

DEVICESRH

REPLACE_PARAM

STORE_CALLBACK

INPUT_OUTPUT

SLT APT CONTROL

DRIFT_TRAJ

THIN_LENS_TRAJ

BENMAG_TRAJ

ACC_TRAJ

STRIPPER TRAJ

MATRIX

QLENS

DISPLAY

DISLENS

BAG M

DRIFTM

THIN LENS M

BENMAG M

A C C T U B E M

QLENS M

QLENS TRAJ

QLENS TRIPLET

WAIST_CURVE

WAIST_K

WAIST_LSF

WAISTCROSS

SUC APPROX

DISPLAY TRAJ

DISPLAY LENS

The outline of the flow of the code is shown in Fig. 17. The operations designated by
the bold frames indicate the input of data through the terminal keyboard, while the double
frames from the data files in the disk. The function at each step is as follows.

1 ° Reading of the initial beam parameters and others from the data file INITIAL.DAT.
2° Initialization of the picture display system through the subroutine DISPLAY_

TRAJ. If the system is not to be used, this step is bypassed.
3° Selection of the calculation mode.
4° Input of the data to be used in the calculation.
5° Derivation of the terminal potential for the mode 1, or of the final ion energy for

the mode 2. The charge state distribution for each mode is also calculated and is
shown on the terminal. The calculation is made through the subroutine CHARGE_
EXCHANGE.

6° Selection of the charge state to be used for the operation.
7° Reading of the sequence of the optical devices with their attributes and parameters,

from the data file TANDEM.DAT and those for the respective beam lines. The
sequence is stored in the buffer memory through the subroutine DEVICE_ARR.
After some preparations through the subroutine DISPLAY _PREP, the device
arrangement is displayed on the CRT through the subroutine DISPLAY_TRAJ.

8° Initialization of variables used in the calculation.
9° Calculation of the trajectory. Details are described in section 8.4.

10° Display of the resultant trajectory through the subroutine DISPLAYJTRAJ. Opera-
tion of a function switch box, a peripheral of ihPS, to control the executional flow
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is made. Details are described in sections 8.2.S and 8.4.

11° Printing out of the results of the calculation on the line printer.

For the steps 9° and 10°, refer to Figs. 34(a)-(d) and 35.

4°

Reading of the initial parameters and
the accelerator conditions.

Initialization of MPS

Selection of the calculation mode :

made t • Final energy Is given.

2 ; Terminal voltage Is given,

submode I - Q - lent parameters given.

2 • Method 1 or 2 .

Data input

Terminal
voltage

X
UIODE

Final
ion energy

1
Selection

Reading of
the device
display on

of

1
the charge state

arrangement and its
the CRT.

Initialization of the variables

9°

10°

11*

( * )

Calculation of

the trajectory

(Figs.34(a)-(d))

M f display is 'YES' l

Display of
the trajectory

Display of the
moistvsk, etc.

Display of the resultant (

trajectory and the designation

of the subsequent procedures.

S7\ (Fig. 35)

Print out of the results

Fig. 17 Outline of the computational flow. Operations designated by the bold frames indicate
the input of data through the terminal keyboard, while by the double frames from the
data files in the disk.
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8.2 Individual files

8.2.1 BEAM
The file BEAM is the main file of the code and contains a main routine and nine sub-

routines. Each of them is described below.
(I) MAIN:

The main routine MAIN governs the flow of the computation, the ontline of which is
illustrated in section 8.1.
(II) CHARGE_EXCHANGE:

This subroutine calculates the charge state distribution produced by the stripper, and
derives the terminal voltage or the final ion energy in accordance with the calculation mode
selected.

Fig. 18 shows the flow of the computation. The meanings of the variables are as follows.
E, \ The final ion energy required in MeV.
AEst '. The energy loss of ions in MeV in the stripper materials.
m and m: The masses of ions before and after the stripper, respectively.
MODE : The calculation mode.
Q : The average equilibrium charge state which is obtained through Eq.(6.1.3)

for the foil stripper, while through Eq.(6.1.4) or Eq.(6.1.5) for the gas stripper.
Vi,m, : The potential limit in MV imposed on the acceleration tube units.
VT : The terminal potential in MV of the tandem accelerator.
Ko : The negative potential in MV where the negative ions have zero kinetic energy.

(HI) ENERGY_LOSS:
This subroutine estimates the energy loss of ions in the stripper materials. The energy

loss is obtained on the basis of ihe calculation of Ziegler"\ The numerical values of the total
stopping for the stripper materials (MeV/(mg/cm2)) vs ion energy (MeV/amu) are taken from
the curves in Ref. 16 and are tabulated in the files of E LOSS F.DAT for the foil stripper
and E_LOSS_G.DAT for the gas stripper. The energy loss J£ s , in MeV is obtained from these
values by interpolation, being multiplied by the stripper thickness.

(IV) DEVICE_ARR:
The function of this subroutine is illustrated in the description for the step 7° in section

8.1. It reads the sequence of the optical devices from the data file TANDEM.DAT and from
the files for the individual beam lines. The attributes and the parameters of each device are
also read and all of them are stored in the buffer memory.

In case that some Q-lenses in the accelerator system are not used in the actual operation,
the space occupied by those Q-lenses are dealt with as the drift spaces. The device notation
(refer to section 8.3.2) 'ELE' or 'MAG' is replaced with 'DRI' and the lengths of the corre-
sponding drift spaces are calculated.
(V) D1SPLAY_PREP:

This subroutine prepares variables necessary for displaying the arrangement of the optical
devices on the CRT.
(VI) DEVICE_SRH:

The calculation of the trajectory proceeds in order of the optical devices one by one.
However, if some devices are set between the Q-lens and the desired waist location, the calcula-
tion for those devices have to be made many times repeatedly until the optimum parameters
of the Q-Iens are decided. The subroutine DEVICE_SRH is used, for convenience, for sending
the input parameters for those devices beforehand, together with those of the Q-lens, to the
searching program routine.
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Temporarily
V T *3 (MV)

q ((or foil or gas)

CALL ENERGY.LOSS

v'- E, •AE1| •(m'/mlv;
5 • (m'/m) V No of occ units

q distribution
(display on terminal)

selection of q

.... E,«(mVm)v;
T qtlmVm)

I
• q • VT - 4E,,

CALL ENERGY.L5SS

Ei =(mVm)(VT-V0)
+ q-VT"-AErt

'0.0005

VT"=VT" * 0.0001
No ot ace. units

-0.0001

Fig. 18 Computational flow of the subroutine CHARGE EXCHANGE. It calculates the
charge state distribution in ion beam caused by the stripper. The terminal voltage in
MV or the final ion energy in MeV is also calculated. Operations designated by the
bold frames indicate the input of data through the terminal keyboard.
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(VH) REPLACE_PARAM:
At the step 10° in section 8.1, if more trajectories are desired to be calculated, the input

parameters currently used should be replaced with those necessary for the succeeding calcula-
tion. The new parameters are read through the terminal keyboard, and the replacement is
performed through this subroutine.
(VIII) STORE _CALLBACK:

Prior to the next calculation at the step 10° in section 8.1, the results obtained and
the trajectory displayed on the CRT can be stored temporarily in the disk. Later, they can
be called back onto the memory and can be displayed again. This subroutine deals with
such processes, according to the designations through the function switches of MPS (refer to
section 8.2.5).

The subroutine is used also, at the final step 11° in section 8.i, to caii back the results
which have been stored in the disk and send them to the subroutine INPUT OUTPUT to
print them out.
(IX) INPUT_OUTPUT:

This subroutine creates a file OUTPUT.DAT, in which the results of the calculation
together with the input parameters used are written. An example of the output list is shown
in section 8.6.
(X) SLT_ATR_CONTROL:

This subroutine determines the minimum slit width or aperture radius, through which
the beam can pass. The beam size at the slit or the aperture is compared with the half of the
slit gap width, dt, or the aperature radius, r,, where t denotes x or z. If the beam size is larger
than d, or r,, dt or r, is increased by 1.0 mm and compared withjflt •£, repeatedly. When the
inequality

dt for the slit,
(8.2.1)

rt for the aperture,

is satisfied, the value of dt or r( is decided as its minimum value.

The initial values of dt and rt are given to be zero, and the behavior of their gradual
opening is seen on the CRT.

8.2.2 TRAJEC
The file TRAJEC is composed of five subroutines which are concerned with the beam

envelope trajectories controlled by the optical devices other than Q-lens. The subroutine that
calculates the effects of the ion scattering on the trajectory due to the stripper, is also included.

The beam envelope trajectories are represented by Eq.(5.3.1) and are calculated by taking
5 along the beam axis in steps of a small distance As. The initial value of /J is given in the data
file INITIAL.DAT and is read at the beginning of the computation.

The subroutines included are described below.
(1) DRIFT_TRAJ:

This subroutine calculates the trajectories in the field free drift space. The flow of the
computation is shown in Fig. 19. The meanings of the variables and notations in the figure
are as follows.

e : The length of the drift space in m.
Js : The small distance taken along the beam axis, in steps of which the trajectory

is calculated. Its numerical value is typically given to be 0.1 m.
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01 = 01 +d|

Fig. 19 Computational flow of the subroutine DRIFT TRAJ,
for obtaining the beam envelope trajectory in the field
free drift space.
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TRJ During the searching process, the detailed calculation of the trajectory within
the devices is not necessary. The repetition of the calculation only at the both
ends of the devices is sufficient to get the optimum Q-lens parameters. After
their decision, the trajectory is calculated with them in steps of the small
distance Js in order to be displayed on the CRT. The notation TRJ indicates
whether the current flow is for the calculation of the detailed trajectory (YES),
or for that of the parameter search (NO).

D1,D2
and dt : These variables are used to partition the length of the drift space. The last small

distance supposed in the original drift space, given by e. n-Js- As with an
integer n , is obtained in the process shown in the last frame in the figure.

(II) THIN_LENS_TRAJ
This subroutine calculates the effect of thin lens on the beam envelope trajectory. The

flow is shown in Fig. 20. The variable / is the focal length.
(ID) BENMAGJTRAJ:

This subroutine calculates the deflection of the trajectory due to the bending magnet.
The flow is shown in Fig. 21. The meanings of the variables and notations in the figure are as
follows.

P : The curvature, in m, of the beam axis in the magnet.
9 : The bending angle.
BEN_PLANE : The notation that designates the bending plane of the magnet. If the

bending plane is x s plane, BEN_PLANE is 'X', if2 s plane, BEN_
PLANE is 'Z\

TRJ : Same as that described at (I) in the present section.

fcALL THIN.LENSJ* CALL BENMAG.M
(BEN .PLANE)

Fig. 20 Computational flow of the subroutine
THIN_LENS_TRAJ, for obtaining
the effect of the thin lens on the beam
envelope trajectory.

Fig. 21 Computational flow of the subroutine
BENMAG TRAJ, for obtaining the
effects of the bending magnet on the
beam envelope trajectory.
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(IV) ACC_TRAJ:
This subroutine calculates the trajectories in the acceleration tubes. The JAERJ tandem

accelerator has two acceleration tube systems, that for the pre-acceleration after the injector
and that for the main acceleration. Their schematic structures are shown in Fig. 22. Both of
them are considered to be the connected tube units, each of which is composed of the uniform
field with the drift spaces at both ends, as mentioned in sections 4.3 and 4.4.

The pre-acceleration tube system consists of four tube units, as is shown in Fig. 22{a).
The main acceleration tube system is in a pile of twenty column modules with a high voltage
terminal on the top, as is seen in Fig. 16. As the accelerator is of the folded type, both of
the L.E. and H.E. acceleration parts are in the same pile.

The whole system is divided into three sections named the lower, middle and upper
sections, containing seven, six and seven column modules, respectively. Fig. 22(b> indicates
one of such sections, showing that one column module has three acceleration tube units.
If some modules are short-circuited to the same potential, a series of the tube units included
is regarded as a drift space with the sum length of the linked units.

Figs. 23(a) and (b) illustrate the flow of the computation. The former is that for the pre-
acceleration and the latter for the main acceleration. The meanings of the variables and nota-
tions are as follows.

U_FIELD : The execution is repeated by turns for the drift spaces and the
uniform fields. This notation controls the process, by taking 'YES'
after the execution for the latter and 'NO' for the former.

N_UNIT : The number of the acceleration tube units. For the pre-acceleration
system, N_UN1T = 4. For the main system, it takes 21, 18 or 21
for the lower, middle or upper section, respectively.

SHORT_CIRCUIT: This notation indicates whether the tube unit under consideration
is short-circuited to others or not.

uniform field (length

_ , _ drift space (length.

—tube unit —

r
dead !
section

(al

.drift space(length :do«)

uniform field I length Aim)

-column module —

(b)

w\
—Itf

tub*
unit

dtod
section

Fig. 22 Schematic views of the acceleration tubes in the JAERI tandem accelerator system,
(a) Those for the pre-acceleration and (b) for the main acceleration.
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N.UNIT >

(b)

Fig. 23 Computational flows of the subroutine ACCTRAJ. They calculate the beam envelope
trajectories in (a) the pre-acceleration tube units and (b) the main acceleration tube units.
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Fig. 24 shows the flow of the computation for the effect of the uniform field on the
trajectory, which should be included in Figs. 23(a) and (b).

This flow illustrates the calculation for the ion beam with the energy E., entering the
uniform field whose potential at the entrance is V,. The suffixes 1 and 2 to the variables
denote the respective values at the entrance and the exit of the field, JVis the absolute value
of the potential difference between both ends of the field. The reduced potentials Vertl and
Vexti are given through Eq.(4.3.1) or Eq.(4.3.2). Other notations are as follows.

The variable that takes -1 in tha L.E. acceleration part and +1 in the H.E. accel-
eration part.
The length of the drift space in m.

£„„ : The length of the uniform field in m.
TRJ : Same as that illustrated at (H in this section.
q : The charge state of the ions.
£ : The beam emittance. Subscrits x and z denote the x s and 2 5 planes, respec-

tively.

CALL ACCTUBE-M
(luni)

Fig. 24 Computational flow of the subroutine ACCTRAJ,
for cilculiting the effects of the uniform field in the
acceleration tube units. This flow should be inserted
in Figs. 23(a) and (b).
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(V) STRIPPER_TRAJ:
This subroutine calculates the effects of the ion scattering due to the stripper. The

calculation is based on the equations described in section 6.2, and the flow of the computation
is shown in Fig. 25 The meanings of the variable C and notation STRIPPER are as follows.

S. : The length, in m, of the gas stripper canal.
STRIPPER : If the foil stripper is used, this notation is ' F \ if the gas stripper, it is 'G'.

Others indicate the same meanings as in the text.

Eq (6.2.1)

L

'F' S

= 0

STRIPPER

L 1

Fig. 25 Computational flow of the subroutine STRIPPER_
TRAJ, for obtaining the effects of the ion scattering
due to the stripper system.

8.2.3 MATRIX
The file MATRIX includes six subroutines. One of them, BAG_M, transforms the ellipse

parameters /9, a and r. Other five calculate the elements of the transfer matrices for the indi-
vidual optical devices, and call the subroutine BAG _M twice at the end of them to transform
the ellipse parameters for the x-s and z~s planes.

(I) BAG_M:
This subroutine transforms the ellipse parameters /J, a and r through Eq.(5.3.4) with

D= 1. The elements of the transfer matrix in Eq.(5.3.4) are calculated with those for the indi-
vidual optical devices.
(II) DRIFT_M:

This subroutine obtains the ellipse parameters transformed by the field free drift space.
(IH) THIN_LENS_M:

This subroutine obtains the ellipse parameters transformed by the thin lens.
(IV) BENMAG_M:

This subroutine calculates the matrix elements for the bending magnet through Eqs.
(3.4.5) and (3.4.6), and transforms the corresponding ellipse parameters. Since Ap/p is negli-
gibly small for the beam in the present case, the dispersion vector Eq.(3.4.7) is not taken into
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account.
(V) ACC_TUBE_M:

This subroutine calculates the matrix elements for the acceleration tube unit through
Eq.(4.4.3), with the focal length of the aperture lens given by Eq.(4.3.5). Since, for the accel-
eration unit, the ion energies at the entrance and the exit are not equal, D is not unity in
Eq.(5.3.4). Therefore, the ellipse parameters calculated in the subroutine BAG_M should be
multiplied by psz/psi, where An and psi are the axial momenta of ions at the entrance and the
exit of the tube unit, respectively. The corrections for the emittances are also made here, the
current emittances being divided byPszlpu.
(VI) QLENS_M:

This subroutine calculates the matrix elements for the single quadrupolc elemeni through
p.q.(3.2.1) or Eq.(3.2.2), and obtain the corresponding transformed ellipse parameters. For
multiplet quadrupole lenses, the resultant parameters are calculated by using the present
subroutine and the subroutine DR1FT_M by turns.

8.2.4 QLENS
The file QLENS contains seven subroutines, each of which plays a role in the searching

process for the optimum parameters of Q-lenses.
The process continues until the resultant parameters k\w' and k'?"'' are obtained, satisfying

the following numerical criterion. That is, the waists in both planes should be formed at the
desired locations within the limits of ±0.005 m, namely,

I Wo Wx |s-0.005 and \W0 W,K 0.005 (8.2.4.1)

where, Wo indicates the desired waist location, Wx and Ws are the waist locations in the x s and
z- s planes, respectively.

The functions of the seven subroutines are described below.
(I) QLENS_TRAJ:

This subroutine controls the flow of computation for the searching process. As men-
tioned in section 7.3, the searching process can be performed through either of two ways.
They are different from each other concerning the methods of obtaining the first approximate
values of k\w) and £•>"". One is rather minute method and the other is the convenient one,
designated hereafter as method 1 and method 2, respectively. The method to be used is
chosen at the beginning of the execution. It can be altered in the course of the execution,
through the operation of the function switches related to the subroutine DISPLAY TRAJ or
DISPLAYLENS selectively, as described in section 8.2.5 or 8.2.6.

There are three situations that can find no desired *!"" and kf values, as described in
section 7.2. In order to surmount these situations, the following ways are used in the present
calculation. For the situations 1 and 2 designated in section 7.2, the desired waist location
l^ois modified. For the situation 3, the constant value C2 in Eq.(7.2.2) is changed to infinity,
that is, the restriction for the magnification on the trajectory is released. The condition of
Eq.(7.2.1) should be unchanged so as to avoid the ill-shaped waist pairs, but the large or
small magnification may sometimes be tolerated for the suitable beam transport. After that,
the searching process is carried out again. Details are illustrated below in the respective descrip-
tions of the methods 1 and 2.

(I)-l : Method 1.
The flow of the method 1 is illustrated in Fig. 26. The first step is to make the waist-*,

curve with k2~km,«. This is carried out by calling the subroutines QLENS_TRIPLET and
WAIST_CURVE repeatedly in the region of *i values from kmin to kmax in steps of ik,. The
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IWX-SELECT H IWZ-SELECT

Fig. 26 Computational flow of the subroutine QLENSTRAJ, for searching for the field
parameters of Q-lenses, by means of the method I. Operations designated by the
bold frames indicate the input of data through the terminal keyboard. The variables
in the double frame are data from the data files in the disk.
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notation WSTCOIN is initialized to be 'NO', and the waist- k, curve so produced is displayed
on the CRT of the picture display system, MPS, by the subroutine DISPLAY LENS.

By means of the function switches connected to MPS, several kinds of the processes
to be made subsequently are selected. The most impotant one is to perform the searching
process for the Q-Iens parameters. If the switch assigned to this process is ON (refer to section
8.2.6 and Table 3), the notation WAIST_COIN is changed to 'YES'. At the same time, it is
requested to input two numbers, IWX_SELECT and IWZ_SELECT, from the terminal key-
board, which designate the crossing points of the waist- A,curves over the W Wo lines in both
planes, as shown in Fig. 12. After that, the Q-lens parameters are searched and determined,
so as to make the crossing points designated by these numbers coincide at the same location
on the £iaxis.

As an example, if the waists shown in Fig. 14(a) are desired, the crossing points 2 or 4
for x s plane and 1 for z s plane in Fig. 12 should be selected. This selection leads to the
k2 k, representation, where the r values for both curves are large. Thus, the k\u" k\" pair
determined from the intersecting point gives the well-shaped narrow waists pair.

In this way, the k, k2 pair satisfying the condition Eq.(7.2.l) can be obtained. If it
also satisfies the condition Eq.(7.2.2), it can be taken as the desired *',"" *i""pair. In such a
case, the execution proceeds to make the waist-*, curves with k} *•."" determined above,
and displays them on the CRT, as are shown in Fig. 27. It is seen that the /<•, value at one of
the crossing points in one plane coincides with that in another plane. An example of the
k2 k, representation related to Fig. 27 is shown in Fig. 28.

After the determination of the optimum k',"" k2
w' pair, the execution returns to the

MAIN routine through the designation of the function switch, and continue to calculate the
subsequent beam trajectory.

If the first approximate values A I"'and *•>"" are not obtained, the execution returns to
display the previous waist- k, curves. This case corresponds to the situation 1 or 2 mentioned
above, and the alternative k\°" k'2"" pair can be found by using the modified value of Wo in the
calculation. The modified Wo value is decided by examining the relative positions of the
W- Wo lines to the waist- k-, curves displayed on the CRT.

If the condition of Eq.(7.2.2) is not satisfied after the successive approximation, the
situation 3, the C2 value is changed to infinity as mentioned above. For both cases, the execu-
tion proceeds through the designation of the function switches.

The meanings of the notations and variables are described below.
€i, £2 : The lengths of the first and the second quadrupole elements of the

triplet Q-lens, respectively. The length of the third elements is equal
to that of the first one.

ki, k2 : The field parameters of the first and the second elements of the
triplet Q-lens, respectively. The parameter of the third element is
taken to be equal to that of the first element.

femin, kmaz : The lower and upper limits, respectively, of the field parameter
range, within which the optimum values are searched.

di : The distance, in m, between the quadrupole elements.
Q T Y P E : This notation denotes the function of the Q-lens. If the Q-lens is of

'ede' type, Q_TYPE = *C\ and if 'ded' type, Q_TYPE = €D\ Here
the type 'ede' designates the Q-lens whose transfer property for the
.r -s plane is characterized as converging-diverging—converging,
while the type 'ded' as diverging-converging-diverging.

lst_APPROX : This notation indicates whether the intersecting point in the k2 - k,
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(b)

Fig. 27 Examples of waist-*, curves displayed on the CRT of MPS. (a) Calculated
with a fixed k2 value arbitrarily chosen, and (b) calculated with the * :

value that gives the desired waists in both planes at the specific fc, value.
The parameters k, and ki are represented in unit of m - 1 for convenience.
The interval between every fe, values, Ak,, is t£':en to be 0.005 m~' .
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5.0 - X-S

Fig. 28 The k2- k, representation displayed on the CRT of MPS, related to the wiist-fc,
curves shown in Fig. 27. The k, and *2 values are represented in unit of m"1 .
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representation exists or not.
WST_COIN,
K2_CHANGE,
C2_CHANGE
and W0_MODIFY : All of these notations are initialized to be 'NO'. They are turned to

'YES' through the function switches associated with the subroutine
DISPLAY_LENS as described in section 8.2.6.

IWX_SELECT
and IWZ_SELECT: Two numbers to designate the crossing points of the waist-*, curves

over the W= WB lines. See text.
(I>2 : Method 2.
Fig. 29 shows the flow of the method 2. The execution starts with k, k2 fcmmto obtain

the first approximate values in the way described in section 7.3. The process of the calculation
is illustrated in Fig. 15. When the k\u) and k2

w> are found, both of APPR1 and APPR2 are
'YES' as shown in Fig. 29, and the execution proceeds to the successive approximation. The
solution of the successive approximation is checked whether it satisfies the Eqs.(7.2,l) and
(7.2.2). If both are satisfied, the execution returns to the MAIN routine. If not, the execution
continues to obtain other k\wt~ ^f'pair.

Three situations, in which no k\w) and AV" values are obtained, are distinguished through
the notation APPR1 after the searching process over the whole region of *, and Rvalues under
consideration. If APPRI is 'NO', the situation is designated as 1, because it indicates that
there are no crossing points for all of the waist-*,curves in both planes. If APPRI is 'YES',
the situation is designated as 2 or 3, because there are some crossing points at least in one
plane, possibly in both planes simultaneously, as is seen in Fig. 29. In this case, the execution
proceeds, assuming tentatively that the situation is designated as 3. If still no k[K> and feS>""
values are obtained in spite of the release of the condition Eq.(7.2.2), the situation is con-
cluded as 2.

The Wo value is modified in the situations 1 and 2 as follows.
In the situation 1, the waist values are always larger than or always smaller than Wo in

both planes. The quantity dWl or AW2 is calculated as

,x-W0, WU,.,-W0) (8.2.4.2)

in the former case, or

4W2=Max(Wt-Wmax.,, Wo-WW.) (8.2.4.3)

in the latter case. Here, Wm,»,, and Wmi*,z are the minimum values of the waist locations in
the respective planes formed by all of the k,-k2 pairs in the whole region, while Wma,,, and
Wmax, z are the maximum values. They are prepared in the subroutine WAIST_CROSS. The
new Wo value is given by

•={l
\+$W) for the former case

o-UWz+SW) for the latter case, (8.2.4.4)

where SWis taken to be 0.1 (m) in the present calculation.
In the situation 2, the k\"" and fei"" values can not be obtained on account of being no

intersecting points in the k2-ki representation. If the Q-lens is of the type *cdc\ the step of
ft, in the course of the searching process, as is shown in Fig. 15, encounters first the curve
for the x-s plane in the k2-kt representation, and if the Q-lens is of the type *dc-", it encoun-
ters first the curve for the e-s plane21). After that, the *, step follows the curve, by crossing
it rightward and upward, calculating also the waist locations, IV,(*,, k2), on another plane
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Fig. 29 Computational flow of the subroutine QLENSTRAJ, for searching for the field parameters of
Q-lensei, by means of the method 2.
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at every k, steps. Here, t denotes z in case of 'ede* type, while x in case of'ded' type. If the
quantity

4W=\Wa-W,(k>. kt)\ (8.2.4.5)

is minimized at W,--W, with a ft. «2 pair, W, is regarded as the nearest waist location to thai
of the desired waist on the plane t. The Wo value in the present situation is modified to

WW.- -F , . (8.2.4.6)

For the situation 3, C2 is changed to infinity in the same manner as in the method 1.
The notations and variables in Fig. 29 are explained below.

£2. ftmm. kmai

and
Q_TYPE : Same as those described for the method 1.
CROSS : This notation indicates whether the ft!"" ft!,""pair, that satisfies Eq.(7.3.1)

in each plane, is found or not. If it satisfies Eq.(7.3.2) in both planes, APPR1
and APPR2 are set to be 'YES' and the executions proceeds to the successive
approximation. If it satisfies in one plane but not in another, only APPR1 is
set to be 'YES'. If no pairs in both planes, both of APPRI and APPR2
remain 'NO' as they have been initialized.

DIV : This notation is set to be 'YES', if the successive approximation diverges,

while 'NO' if not.
C, and C2 : These indicate whether the respective conditions of Eqs.(7,2.1) and (7.2.2)

are satisfied or not. If 'YES', satisfied, if 'NO', not satisfied.
n : This variable determines the starting points of the k, and k2 values in the

searching process, as is shown in Fig. 15. Initially, it is 0.
(II) QLENSJTRIPLET:

This jubroutine transforms the /9,at and r values in the triplet Q-lens for both planes,
being given those values at its entrance. The flow of the execution is shown in Fig. 30.

It is composed of two executional branches. One is used in the searching process, in
which the notation TRJ is 'NO'. The other is used after the decision of the optimum param-
eters ft!"" and ft2*", in which TRJ is 'YES'. In the former branch, if the other optical devices are
included between the Q-lens and the desired waist, the transformation of the /9,« and r values
is extended to the exit of the last optical device. In the latter branch, however, it is carried
out for the individual device separately, that is, the execution here is only for the Q-lens
under consideration.

The notations and variables in the figure are explained as follows.

ti. ki : The length, in m, and the field parameter, in m"1, respectively, of the
1 th quadrupole element.

Q_TYPE : Same as described in section 8.2.4 (I).
Trajectory : The calculation of the beam envelope trajectory in the quadrupole

element.
<*l : The distance, in m, between the quadrupole elements.

OTHER_ELMT: This notation indicates whether some optical devices are between the
Q4ens and the waist.

Dl, D2 and S : These variables are used to partition the length of the quadrupole ele-
ment, in the same manner as that illustrated in section 8.2.2 (I) for
the length of the field free drift space.
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Recall the variables

at the entrance of

the Q-lens.

0LEN6 = it
Q.TYPE't'or'D'

CALL QLENS.M
(?,ki,Q.TYPE)

D?
Dl
8-
Dl

= DI
= D)-S

QLENG-02+8
* Dl t8

CALL DR1FT-TRAJ
(dt)

i + t

CALL
DEVICE _SRH

Fig. 30 Computational flow of the subroutine QLENS_TRIPLET, for calculating the
beam envelope trajectory in the triplet Q-lens. The quantities concerning the
lengths of the Q-lens elements and the drift spaces are represented in unit of m.
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(10) WAIST_CURVE:
This subroutine is utilized in the flow of the method I, in order to yeild the waist-*,

curves. As is shown in Fig. 26, the f), a and r values calculated in the subroutine QLENS
TRIPLET are used in this subroutine. Its executional flow is shown in Fig. 31.

The waist location Wt and a variable W_CROSS, are calculated, where subcript / indi-
cates x or z. A series of W, values calculated with the successive *>, under a fixed k2 forms the
waist-ft, curve. A variable WW, is the waist value calculated with the preceding fe,, so that
WCROSS, is negative when the waist-ft, curve crosses over the desired waist line W Wa. The
k, values at the crossing points are approximated as AK1 _W(IWt) =(2*, Jkt ) 2. When
WST_COIN is 'DONE' (refer to section 8.2.6 (I)), AKl_W(IWt) = *;«", which has been ob-
tained through the successive approximation described in section 7.

At the end of the subroutine, the numerical values of W, and IV.- are modified to those
suitable for being displayed on the CRT.

The meanings of the notations and variables are as follows.
IK

IWt

WST_COIN
K2_CHANGE
AK1 _W(IW,)
IW,_SELECT

The W, and IV, values are numbered in order of this number and con-
stitute the waist-k,curves, ranging from IK = I to ((*„« kni,) J*,) ( 1.
The crossing points of the waist- k, curves are numbered in order of
this number,
Same as described in section 8.2.6.
Same as described in sections 8.2.4 (I)-l and 8.2.6.
The *, value at the IW,th crossing point of the waist- k, curve.
This notation represents IWX_SELECT or IWZ SELECT, according
to / x or z, respectively.

(IV) WAIST_K:
This subroutine arranges the k> k2 pairs, which give the crossing points of the w^ist-A,

curves, in order of 1W, mentioned above. The k2 fc, representation as shown in Fig. 1b :s
made on the basis of this arrangement.
(V) WAIST_LSF:

This subroutine obtains the k2 k, representation Eq.(7.3.l), by means of the method
of least squares. The intersecting point of the curves is also derived in this subroutine, which
indicates the first approximate values k\"" and k[w) in the method I.
(VI) WAIST_CROSS:

The first approximate values fe, '""and fez"" in the method 2 are obtained through this
subroutine. They are derived on the basis of the relation Eq.(7.3.2), and the procedure
described in section 7.3
(VH) SUC_APPROX:

This subroutine performs the successive approximation described in section 7.1, by using
the A',"" and fe'8"" obtained as the first approximate values. The examination of the resultant
k[w> and k'2

w> values, whether they satisfy the conditions Eqs.(7.2.l) and (7.2.2), is also made
in this subroutine.

Among seven subroutines mentioned above, QLENS_TRAJ is the main subroutine in the
file QLENS and controls the executions in which the Q-lenses take parts. Those of WAIST_
CURVE, WAIST_K and WAIST_ LSF are used for the method 1, WAIST_CROSS is for the
method 2 and QLENS_TRIPLET and SUC_APPROX are for both.
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t = 'x'

IK

WWt = W,

W - CROSS,
• (Wo.WWi)lWo-Wt/

Fig. 31 Computational flow of the subroutine WAIST_CURVE, for
calculating the waist- k, curves.
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8.2.5 DISPLAY
The file DISPLAY is used for displaying on the CRT the beam envelope trajectory and

the arrangement of the various optical devices provided in the accelerator system. The main

input data, based on which the calculation is performed, are a b o displayed in the same picture.

(I) DISPLAY_TRAJ:

This is the only subroutine that constitutes the file DISPLAY. Its computational flow

is shown in Figs. 32(a) and (b). It is composed of three parts, as seen in Fig. 32{a). One is

that for the initialization of MPS, which is made at the beginning of the computat ion as

mentioned in the step 2° in section 8 .1 . This part is used only once throughout the computa-

tion process. The second is that depicts on the CRT the arrangement of the optical devices,

as well as the input data used in the calculation. The last is that displays the beam envelope

trajectory which is renewed when the execution of each optical device is finished. On account

of the execution in this part , the aspect of the trajectory is observed from the starting point

t o the target, just as extending through one device after another.

INIT •'DONE'

(a)

Fig. 32(a) Computational flow of the subroutine DISPLAYTRAJ, for displaying
the beam envelope trajectory.
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Another important feature in the last part is the application of the function switch box
connected to MPS. It has sixteen switches on a board and can represent 16 bits numbers by
setting the switches ON or OFF. Each switch, therefore, may be called as 'bit'. To each bit-ON
state, the specific function can be assigned under the program control. In the present code,
one-bit-ON states are utilized, namely, the states of more than one bit ON simultaneously are
excluded. The nine of the sixteen bit-ON states are used to direct the flow to the subsequent
execution, which are described in Table 2.

When the searching process for the optimum Q-lens parameters is performed by means
of the method 1, the advance of the trajectory on the CRT pauses at the entrances of every
Q-lenses. At that time, the computational flow enters the present subroutine before QLENS_
TRAJ and goes round within the last part, waiting for the indication through the bit 4. When
this bit is ON, the flow exits the subroutine and enters QLENS_TRAJ, in order to execute
the calculation illustrated in Fig. 26. During the execution thereafter, the display process is
controlled by the subroutine DISPLAY_LENS. After the optimum Q-lens parameters are
obtained, the flow returns to this subroutine and the execution proceeds to display the beam
trajectory again.

If the searching process is carried out by means of the method 2, the flow enters the
present subroutine after QLENS_TRAJ, where the calculation illustrated in Fig. 29 is per-
formed. It passes through the last part of the present subroutine only displaying the trajectory
in the Q-lens under consideration, calculated with the optimum parameters obtained in
QLENS_TRAJ.

After the calculation for all of the optical devices is finished, the execution continues to
display the whole trajectory on the CRT with the present subroutine, until the bit 15 is set
to be ON so as to terminate the computation. This state corresponds to the step 10° in section
8.1.

Table 2 Functions of individual function switches in the subroutine DISPLAY_TRAJ

Bit Octal number Functions

0 1 The menu of the switch box is shown on the terminal, where the indica-

tion of whole bit-ON states are described.

1 2 The picture displayed on the CRT is hardcopied.

3 10 Two methods of searching for the Q-lens parameters, described in section
7.3 and 8.2.4, can be exchanged with each other during the execution.

4 20 The picture of the trajectory on the CRT is exchanged to that of the
waist- k i curves.

12 10000 The trajectory being displayed is stored numerically in the file SPC_N.
DAT in the disk. The number N is given according to the order of the
storage. This file is deleted at the end of the current computation.

13 20000 The trajectory stored formerly in the disk is replayed on the CRT. The
number N that specifies the data file is required to be given through the
terminal keyboard.

14 40000 When the next calculation is required with the input data different from
those used in the current calculation, this bit should be ON.
After receiving new input data through the terminal keyboard, the new
calculation starts.

15 100000 If this bit ON after the calculation has been completed, the computation
is brought to the end and the trajectory displayed on the CRT disappears.
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Output on term.
Switch Box Menu

Hordcopy

ON

METHOD = 1

4 \_ON_

OFF

EXC_CRT='YES'

ON SR-TRAJEC
= 'SAV'

SR-TRAJEC ,
= REP'

REP_ PARAM
'YES' I

Display Stop

(b)

Fig. 32(b) Schematic diagram of the flow in the function switch box rssociated with
the subroutine DISPLAYTRAJ. This flow should be inserted in Fig.3 2(a).
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The program is written utilizing many subroutines peculiar to and housed in MPS. The
meanings of the notation and variables in Figs. 32(a) and (b) are as follows.

IN1T

EXC CRT

TRAJ CALC

REF ONLY

SR_TRAJEC,
REP PARAM
andDISP END

This notation indicates whether the initialization of MPS has been
done or not yet.
This notation indicates whether the flow should pass through the
second part of the subroutine or not. It is initialized to be "YES", and
turned to 'NO' when the flow has once passed through that part. It
is turned to 'YES* again, if the flow exits and moves to the subrou-
tine DISPLAYLENS in order to display the waist- fe, curves. When
returns to this subroutine, the flow enters the second part and
restore the previous picture on the CRT.
The arrangement of the optical devices is displayed through the
second part of this subroutine, prior to the start of the trajectory
calculation. The notation TRAJ_CALC is 'YES', if the calculation of
the trajectory has already begun, while 'NO' if not yet. In case that
the next calculation is required with the different input data, this
notation is turned again to 'NO' in the MAIN routine.
This notation indicates whether the flow should pass through the
subroutine directly (YES), or should go round within it (NO),
waiting for the indication through any bit. Initially, it is set to be
'YES'.

To these notations, the characteristic values shown are given accord-
ing to the respective bit ON states described in Table 2. They
control the direction of the flow after its returning to the MAIN
routine. Their meanings are illustrated in section 8.4.

8.2.6 DISLENS
The file DISLENS consists of the subroutine DISPLAYLENS which controls the dis-

plays of the waist-k, curves and their related matters.
(I) DISPLAY_LENS:

This subroutine is called only from the subroutine QLENS_TRAJ. When the searching
process for the Q-lens parameters is carried out by means of the method 1, the advance of the
trajectory on the CRT pauses at the entrance of the Q-Ienses. By turning on the function
switch, the flow enters QLENS_TRAJ and calls the present subroutine DISPLAY _LENS.

Its flow is shown in Figs. 33(a) and (b). As is seen in Fig. 33(a), it displays four kinds
of pictures, namely, the waist- k,curve for the x-splane, the waist-ft, curve for the s-splane,
those for both planes at the same time, and the k2-k, representation. The function switch
box is associated with this subroutine anew, and the pictures mentioned above are replaced
by turns through the indication of these switches. The assignment of the execution to the
individual switch-ON states are described in Table 3.

The meanings of the notations and variables in Figs. 33(a) and (b) are as follows.
K2_VS_K1 : This notation indicates whether the ks-ki representation should

be displayed or not. Initialized to be 'NO'.
PLANE : This notation indicates the kind of the picture that should be dis-

played. If it is "X\ the waist-* .curve for the x-s plane, and if *Z\
that for the z-s plane is displayed. If *XZ\ the curves for both
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WST COIN

C2_MODIFY,
W0_MODIFY
andK2 CHANGE

planes at the same time. Figs. 27(a) and (b) are the pictures desig-
nated by PLANE = 'XZ'.
This notation is initialized to be 'NO', and is turned to 'YES' when
the searching process starts. It is changed to 'DONE' in QLENS_
TRAJ when the desired *!"" W pair is obtained.

To these notations, the characteristic values shown are given
through the respective bits ON. They control the direction of the
flow after its returning to the subroutine QLENSTRAJ.

Preparation lor
displaying the
waist i/s ki curve

(Fig.33(b) l

(2)

I
RETURN )

to QLENS-TRAJ ( Fig. 26)

(a)

Fig. 33(a) Computational flow of the subroutine DISPLAY_LENS, for
displaying the waist-*,curve and its relatives.



KZ.VS.KI =*YES'I I K2-VS.K1 -'YES

K2.VS_K1-'NO'I—I PLANE«'XZ

Fig. 33(b) Schematic diagram of the flow in the function switch box associated with
the subroutine DISPLAY_LENS. This flow should be inserted in Fig. 33(a).
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T«bl« 3 Functions of individual function switches in the subroutine DISPLAY LENS

Bit Octal number Functions

0 1 The menu of the switch box is shown on the terminal, where the indica-
tion of whole bit-ON states are described.

1 2 The picture displayed on the CRT is hardcopied.

4 20 The method of searching for the Q-lens parameters is exchanged from the
method 1 to the method 2. The picture of the waist- k, curve or *, k2 re-
presentation is replaced with that of the beam trajectory and the calcula-
tion proceeds.

5 40 The picture being displayed is exchanged with that of the waist-*,curve
for the x s or z s plane, according to the current status of the notation
PLANE.

6 100 The picture being displayed is exchanged with that of the waist-fc, curves
for both planes.

7 200 The searching process for the Q-lens parameters starts. After the process,
the waist-k\ curves with the optim . . k, value obtained are displayed.

8 400 If the optimum parameters have been determined, the picture Is replaced
with the ki k, representation.

9 1000 The constant C3 for Eq.(7.2.2) is exchanged. The new C2 value is given
through the terminal keyboard.

10 2000 The desired waist location Wo is exchanged. The new Wo valve is given
through the terminal keyboard.

11 4000 The calculation of the waist-* i curve is performed with different k 2 value.
The new ft 2 value is given through the terminal keyboard.

IS 100000 After the calculation and examination of the waist-/fe, curves, the flow
returns to the calculation of the beam trajectory.

8.3 Data files

8.3.1 INITIAL.DAT:
The data file INITIAL.DAT containes the following values;
1) the initial values of the beam emittance ellipse parameters, /?„ <tx, r». /?*. «* and r*,

and corresponding beam emittance, ex and ei,
2) the initial energy of ions, E_INI in MV, at which ions have the initial parameter

values described above,
3) the voltage limit imposed on the acceleration tube units, V;,nl, in MV, at the acceler-

ator operation time, and
4) the mass and atomic numbers of the foil and gas stripper materials, Af, Zf, -4* and

Zg, respectively, and the length of the gas stripper canal, Lg, through which the gas
flows.

These are written with the format as follows.
'(4E12.5)' BETA_X, ALPHA_X, GAMMA_X, EMITTANCE_X
'(4E12.5)' BETA_Z, ALPHA_Z, GAMMA_Z, EMITTANCE_Z
'(2F6.3)' E_INI, V_LIMIT
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'(5F6.3)' STR_F_A, STR_F_Z, STR_G_A, STR_G_Z, STR_G_L
The notations indicate the respective variables described above+.

8.3.2 TANDEM.DAT:
In the data file TANDEM.DAT, the attributes and parameters of the optical devices are

written, in order along the beam line from the starting point of ions to the energy analyzing
magnet after the exit of the H.E. acceleration part. The eight kinds of devices can be contained
in this file. They are acceleration tubes, bending magnets, drift spaces, electrostatic and mag-
netic Q-lenses, stripper systems, variable aperture systems and double slit system.

These are written in the file in a series of the following form for the individual devices,

'(A3, 2A1, A20)' DEVICE, A(NDEV), B(NDEV), DEV_NAME(NDEV)
'(7F10.5)' C(NDEV), D(NDEV), E(NDEV), F(NDEV), G(NDEV), H(NDEV),

P(NDEV)

They are read in the subroutine DEVICE_ARR, being given the number NDEV to each of
them as the serial number. Here, DEVICE represents one of the devices mentioned above, to
which the device notation described below is assigned, DEV_NAME is its name given con-
veniently in the JAERI tandem accelerator system. The notations A and B are its attributes
and C through P are its parameters. They are read as such symbolic notations in the subroutine
DEVICE_ARR, and are related to the specific meanings and quantities for the individual
devices in the MAIN routine, at the calculation of the beam trajectory (refer to section 8.4).

The device notations are explained below, together with the notations of the attributes
and parameters related to them.

1) DEVICE = 'ACC : Accelerator tube
A : It is read as a notation TUBE. If it is 'M\ the acceleration tube is the main

tube, and if 'P\ the pre-acceleration tube.
D : The length of the acceleration tube unit.
E : The aperture radius of the tube unit.
F : The number of the acceleration tube units included in a section.
G : The length of the field free drift spaces between the tube units.

2) DEVICE = 'BEN': Bending magnet
A : It is read as a notation BEN_PLANE. If it is 'X', the bending plane is the x s

plane. If 'Z' it is the z -s plane.
C : The curvature of the beam axis in the magnet.
D : The bending angle.
E : The entry angle to the magnet.
F : The exit angle from the magnet.
G : The gap distance between the pole pieces.

3) DEVICE = 'DRF : Drift space
C : The length of the field free drift space.

4) DEVICE = 'ELE': Electrostatic Q-lens
A : The function of the Q-lens, read as a notation Q_TYPE. If it is denoted as *C",

the Q-lens is of 'cdc' type, while 'D\ 'dcd' type.
B : It is read as a notation OTHER_ELMT. If it is *Y\ there are some optical

+ Ordinarily, their numerical values are STR_F_A » 12, STR_F_Z « 6, STR_G_A = 14, STR_G_Z «= 7 and
STR_G_L = 0.91 (m), for the JAERI tandem accelerator system.
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devices between the Q-lens and the waist location. If 'N', there are no devices.
C : The length of the first quadrupole element.
D : The length of the second quadrupole element.
E : The length of the drift space between the quadrupole elements.
F : The aperture diameter of the quadrupole element.
G : The waist location measured from the exit of the last devices preceding the

desired waist. It is represented as Wo in sections 7 and 8.
H : The lower limit of the field parameter range, within which the optimum A, and

*2 values are searched. It corresponds to *„,„ in section 8.2.4.
P : The upper limit of the field parameter range. It corresponds to Amo»in section

8.2.4.
5) DEVICE = 'MAG': Magnetic Q-lens

The same as for 'ELE\
6) DEVICE = *STR': Stripper system

The attributes and parameters of the stripper system are given in INITIAL.
DAT. The notation that indicates the stripper type used in the current opera-
tion is given at the step 4° in section 8.1. It is 'F* for the foil stripper and 'G'
for the gas stripper. The foil thickness or the gas pressure is given at the same
time at the step 4°.

7) DEVICE = 'APT' : Variable aperture system
C : The radius of the variable aperture. The JAF.RI tandem accelerator system has

six kinds of apertures whose radii are 2.4, 3.2, 4.75, 6.S, 9.5 and 12.5 mm.
8) DEVICE = 'SLT': Slit system

C : The slit gap in the x - s plane.
D : The slit gap in the z— s plane.

Additional two device notations are used for DEVICE, although they do not represent
any actual devices. One is the indication of the waist location, and the other is that of the end
of the file.

9) DEVICE = -WST": The waist location
This notation indicates that the waist should be formed here.

10) DEVICE = '*•*': The end of the file
Since no attributes and parameters are necessary for the last two DEVICE notations, the data
A, B and so on that follow them are dummy.

8.3.3 The data files for the individual beam lines
The J AERI tandem accelerator system has five target rooms in which thirteen beam lines,

in total, are extended. The ion beam is deflected by means of a bending magnet after the beam
energy analyzing magnet, and enters one of the beam lines in the target rooms, according to
the intent of the experimenters.

The devices along each beam line, after the analyzing magnet, are registered in the indi-
vidual data files, in the same way as described for TANDEM.DAT. The files are named LI.
DAT, H3.DAT and so on, after the names of the beam lines. Thus, if the experiment is made
by using the beam through the beam line LI, for example, all of the devices which participate
in the beam transport are described in the two files ofTANDEM.DAT and LI .DAT.

The names of thirteen files for the individual beam lines are as follows,
LI.DAT, L2.DAT, L3.DAT, L4.DAT, HI .DAT, H2.DAT, H3.DAT, H4.DAT, H5.DAT,
Rl.DAT, R2.DAT, Nl .DAT and N2.DAT.
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8.3.4 E_LOSS_F.DAT and E_LOSS_G.DAT
In these files, the numerical values of the total stopping (MeV/(mg/cm2)) of carbon foil

and nitrogen gas are tabulated for the various ions in a wide range of energy (MeV/amu).
The values are taken from the curves in Ref. 16, and the energy loss of the ions in the foil or
gas stripper is estimated on the basis of these values by interpolation.

8.4 Calculation of the beam envelope trajectory

The calculation of the beam envelope trajectory is positioned as indicated in Fig. 17,
and its own computational flow is shown in Figs. 34{a)-(d).

Fig. 34(a) is a block diagram of the flow. According to the kind of the device, the direc-
tion of the flow branches off. The serial number, NDEV, and the total number, NDEV_
TOTAL, of the devices are given in the subroutine DEVlCE_ARR.

Fig. 34(b) shows the flow for the acceleration tube, the bending magnet and the drift
space.

Fig. 34(c) is the flow for the electrostatic or magnetic Q-lens. There are three flows in
accordance with the submodes assigned at the step 3° in section 8.1, namely, the submodes
(I) that uses the Q-lens parameters given as the input data, (2) that searches for the Q-lens
parameters by means of the method I, and (3) that by means c< the method 2.

In the case of (1), the Q-lens parameters are required when the trajectory, being displayed
on the CRT, reaches the entrances of every Q-lenses. The potential on the poles or the number
of ampare-tums per pole of each element is given for the electrostatic or the magnetic Q-lens,
respectively, through the terminal keyboard. The Q-lens parameters, fc>and fc2, are derived
from these values, using Eq.(3.2.3) or Eq.(3.2.4). An example of the input process is shown in
section 8.6.

In the flow of the method 1, it is characteristic that the execution is controlled by the
designation of the function switches.

Fig. 34(d) shows the flow for the stripper system, the aperture system and the double
slit system. The variables ISLT and IAPT are the numbers that specify the individual double
slit and the variable aperture systems, respectively. The device notation 'WST' leads to yield
the beam sizes, R_W_X(NW) and R_W_Z(NW), at the position where ihis notation is set.
These values are given as

R_W_X(NW) =( JJT^x) Nwth *™i« (8.4.1)

R_W_Z(NW) =(N/ifi7Tt)NWthw.iit-

They represent the beam size at the NWth waist, and are used to estimate the magnification,
by comparing it with the beam size at the next waist. It corresponds to the left hand side of
Eq.(7.2.2).

The notations in Figs. 34(a)-(d) are described below.
BETW_QW : This notation denotes whether the NDEVth device is between

some Q-lens and a waist or not. If 'YES', the device parameters
have already been read in the subroutine DEVICESRH, togeth-
er with those of other devices in the same Q-lens-waist region.

GIVEN_Q_PARAM : This notation designates which submv .e is chosen in the execu-
tion. If it is 'YES', the calculation is carried out with the Q-lens
parameters given as the input data for the individual Q-lenses.
If *NO', the optimum parameters are searched.
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(Fig. 17)

'IEN'
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(Fig. 35)

Fig. 34(a) Block diagram of the flow for calculatini and displaying the
trajectories, obtained in the individual devices. All of the
flows in Figs. 34(a), (b), (c) and (d) should be inserted in the
step 9° in Fig. 17.
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Attributes
and

Parameters

CALL
BENMAG. TRAJ

(b)

Fig. 34(b) The flows for calculating the trajectories in the acceleration tube units,
the field free drift spaces, and the bending magnets. The attributes and
parameters designated in the double frames indicate the data from the
data files in the disk.



(0
Fig. 34(c) The flow for calculating the trajectories in the electrostatic or magnetic Q-lenses. The

attributes and parameters designated in the double frames indicate the data from the data
files in the disk.

4
Si

is-
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CALL
STRIPPER.TRAJ

ISLT
= ISLT + 1

PARTICLE-M
E-PARTICLE
P.PARTICLE
0
X

CALL
SLT-APT-CONTROL

IAPT
« IAPT+1

NW'NW+1

CALL T .
SLT.APT-CONTROL

R-W-X (NWI
R-W.Z (NW)

W)

Fig. 34(d) The flows for calculating the trajectories in the stripper
systems, the double slit systems, and the variable aperture
systems. The waist is regarded here as a 'device' WST for
convenience.

VQ, and VQ2 : The electric potential on the poles for lELE' or the number of
ampere-turns per pole for 'MAG' of each quadrupole element.
The subscripts Ql and Q2 denote the first and second elements,
respectively. The values that should be denoted by Q3 is equal to
that of the first.

DISP.END,
REP_PARAM
and SR_TRAJEC
PARTICLE_M
E_PARTICLE
P PARTICLE

These notations are explained in section 8.2.S.

The mass of the ion.
The energy of the ion.
The momentum of the ion.

•* : This parameter is the same as that in section 8.2.2 (IV). Ft is
+1 for the positive ions and is -1 for the negative ions. It changes
from - 1 to +1, due to the charge exchange through the stripper.

Others are same as those in sections 8.2.4, 8.2.S and 8.2.6. The attributes and parameters
shown in the double frames are those which have been read from the data files.
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8.5 Final results

The final stage of the execution is illustrated in Fig. 35. The complete beam trajectory
continues to be displayed on the CRT through the subroutine DISPLAY TRAJ, until the
function switches command the execution to proceed to the subsequent step.

There are three branches as shown in Fig. 35. One is led by the notation SRJTRAJEC.
When it is 'SAV, the trajectory displayed on the CRT is stored in the disk. When it is 'REP',
the trajectory stored in the disk, if any, is replayed on the CRT. The execution to store or to
replay the trajectory is performed through the subroutine STORE CALLBACK.

The second is decided by the notation REP_PARAM. If it is 'YES', the calculation with
the input data different from those used in the current calculation starts. The replacement of
the input data is made by the subroutine REPLACE_PARAM.

The last is caused by the notation DISP_END. If it is 'YES', the execution finishes. In
this branch, the file OUTPUT.DAT, in which the results of the calculation are to be listed, is
prepared by the subroutine INPUT_OUTPUT. According to the number of the trajectories
stored in the disk, N_SPCFIL, the flow branches further. If no trajectories are stored, the
results of the trajectory currently displayed are written in the file. In case of some trajectories
are stored, the trajectories whose results are desired to be listed should be designated through
the terminal keyboard. Finally, the contents of OUTPUT.DAT is printed out by the line
printer. An example is shown in section 8.6.

8.6 Examples of the calculation

The designation and data required to be given through the terminal keyboard are as
follows.

(I) The choice of the calculation mode, that is, the calculation with the given (1)
final ion energy or (2) terminal voltage.

(II) The choice of the submode, that is, the calculation (1) that is carried out with the
Q-lens parameters given as the input data or (2) that searches for the optimum Q-
lens parameters.

(DI)-l. The negative ion mass in amu, namely, the mass of the ions between the ion source
and the stripper.

2. The positive ion mass in amu, namely, the mass of the ions after the stripper. This
should be the mass of the atomic element to be required at the target as the pro-
jectile.

3. The atomic number of the element.
4. The final ion energy in MeV or the terminal voltage in MV, according to the calcula-

tion mode.
5. The beam line in the target room.
6. The initial ion energy in keV at the injecter.
7. The pre-acceleration voltage in kV after the injector.
8. Selection of the stripper, foil or gas.
9. Short-circuited column modules, if any.

10. The unnecessary devices, if any.
11. Selection of the charge state of ion.
For all of the examples shown below, the initial values for the beam sizes and the emit-

tances are assumed to be
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B ) (Fig. 34(a) )

-—(see Figs.32(a)ond (b))

Fig. 35 Computational flow at the last step of the execution. Operation designated
by ths bold frame indicates the input through the terminal keyboard. This
flow should be inserted in the step 10° in Fig. 17.
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** = 6.5 mm, r'x = 6.0 mrad, £* = 30 mm-mrad

' ' = 5 . 0 n m , r'z = 6.0 mrad, ^ = 30 mm-mrad

with the ion energy of 25 keV, just behind the bending magnet BM-I1-1 on the injector (see

Fig. 16). The related beam ellipse parameters are taken to be

fit = l .408, a, = 0.8304 r* = i .200

P. =0.8333, <**=0.0 r* = 1.200. ^ " ' ^
Those for the z—s plane show a waist at this location, but for the x- s plane do not.

Example 1.

This example is to obtain the parameters for the acceleration of 10B ions with the energy
of 40 MeV at the target.

Fig. 36 shows the data input process from the terminal keyboard. The characters and
numerals underlined are the input data. The negative ions are of the form of boron oxide,
BO. Since the terminal voltage is relatively low, the eighth through fifteenth column modules
are short-circuited, so as to increase the field gradient in the remaining acceleration tube
units. The designation concerning the ion sources is that only for the calculation of the field
strength of BM-I1-1 on the injector (see Fig. 16).

The resultant trajectory displayed on the CRT is shown in Fig. 37, and the optimum
parameters obtained are listed and printed out as Table 4. The table contains the input data,
based on which the calculation has been performed, and the output data obtained as the
results. For the input data, the initial beam parameters of rx_max, d r x m a x and ex indicate
u»e initial values of rmax, r'max and « for the x—s plane, and rz_max, d rzmax and ez for
those of the z—s plane. The numerals for short-circuited column modules show the individuals
of those modules. A number i denotes the i th module from the lowest.

For the output, the double slit gaps, Gap_X and G a p Z , are represented by the full
width in mm in the x and z directions, respectively. Each value for the variable aperture radius,
Apt_rad, indicates that the suitable aperture, whose radius is larger than that value, should be
used. (For the aperture sizes:, refer to section 8.3.2). For the Q-Ienses, the potentials on the
pole or the numbers of ampere-tu ns per pole of individual elements are deduced for the
electrostatic or the magnetic Q-lenses, respectively, by using Eq.(3.2.3) or Eq.(3.2.4) with the
optimum parameters k\ and k% used for the beam transport. The field strengths for the bending
magnets are calculated by taking the relativistic corrections into account.

Example 2.
This example is for the acceleration of I27I ions with the final energy of 120 MeV. The

resultant trajectory is shown in Fig. 38.

Example 3.
The calculation of the trajectory of 5*Ni ions, made through the mode 2 and the submode

1, i.e., giving the terminal voltage, 16 MV, and the Q-lens parameters as the input data. The
way of giving the data is shown in Fig. 39.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

6,
7.

10.

CY/N3
CY/M3
CY/N3
C1/2D

, Y
Y
JL
9

* RUN BEAM
Do you display trajectory ?
Given final energy ?
Given Q_lens parameters ?
Which method ?

Which ion-source do you use ?
Enter 1, for Heinicke Penning?

2. for IiijoplssifiBtron»
3. for Lithium Exchange or
4. for Sputter Cone»

Enter negative_psrticle_mass (amu).
Enter positive-Particle.nisss (aitnj).
Enter atomic number of the particle.
Enter final particle energy (in MEV).
Which beam line ?

Ll»L2iL3rL4»HlrH2rH3»H4>H5»
Rltft2tHlt or N2

Enter initial energy (in KEV).
Enter pre-acceleration voltage (in KV>.
Foil stripper or Sss stripper ? CF/GD

Enter foil thickness (micro-gr/cm*#2)
Any short-circuited units ? CY/N3

Enter shorting unit number

Any devices unnecessary ?
How many devices ?
Enter device nsme.

CY/N]

Ana correction for these input ? CY/N3

10
5.
40

L4
11
200
F

To
r

EQ-TH-2

CHARGE STATE INFORMATION (for Foil stripper)

Charge state Fraction

2 0.0236
3 0.4314

Most probable =====> 4 0.5065
5 0.0383
6 0.0002

Which charge state do you choose ?

Now calculation begins.

Fig. 36 An example of the data input process from the terminal keyboard. Characters
and numerals underlined are the input data. The calculation for the acceleration
of 1 0B ions with the final energy of 40 MeV are to be made.
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o o o o

i T i T T T

P l S U C l f D K l l

MfiSS OF NECBUVE ION . 26

MRSS OF POSITIVE ION - 10

BTOHIC NUHBEB OF ION = 5

F I N K . ENERGt . W KEV

I N I T l f l L ENERGI = 25 KEV

FflE-HCCEL. V0LTHGE = !W KV

H F 1 C H I N E P E R F O R H R N C E

IEBN1NBL VLTOGE

VOLIflGE PER U N I !

VOLTflCE LIMIT

LINKED ONI I ( S I

STRIPPER

CHBRGE STHTE

BERN LINE

9.116 m

0. ?60 HV

O.900 HV/UNIT

6. 9.10. I I , I J . 13. VI. 15

FOIL . 10 H1CR0-GR/CH--?

1

Fig. 37 The resultant trajectory obtained through the calculation designated by the input

data shown in Fig. 36.
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Table 4 Input and output parameters, used in and ou. lined by the
calculation of Example 1. Output of the line printer.

A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * INDUT * * • * • * * * * • * * * * • * * * • * * * * * * • * * *

Negative particle-miss (in amu)
Positive particle-mass (in aiu)
Atonic number of the particle
Final particle energy
Ion source
Stripper

Charge state selected
Beam line
Initial beam: rx_max, rz_ma«

drx_max, drz.aax
ex, ez

Initial energy
Pre-acceleration voltage
Voltage limit / column module
Short-circuited column modules

OUTPUT

Terminal Voltage
Voltage per column module
Energy loss (due to the stripper)

OS-01-1

DS-02-1

DS-03-1

VA-U-1
VA-CB-1
VA-TL-1
VA-02-2
EQ-01-1

EQ-02-1

EQ-01-1

EQ-TL-1

EQ-TH-1

EQ-TH-2

E3-D1-2

MQ-03-1

MQ-04-1

MQ-L4-1

BM-01-1
BH-TL-1
BM-04-1
3N-04-2

Gap-X =
Gap-Z =
Gap-X =
Gap-Z -
Gap-X =
Gap-Z =
Apt-rad =
Apt-rad =
Aot-rad =
Apt-rad -
Element 1,3 =

Z -
Element 1,3 =

2 :
£te»i»nt 1,3 =

2 =
Element 1,3 =

" 2 =
Element 1,3 =

" 2 =
Element 1,3 =

1 =
Element 1,3 =

2 =

Element 1,3 =
" 2 =

Element 1,3 =
2 =

Element 1,3 =
2 =

Field strength =
Field strength =
Field strength =
Field strength =

26
10
5

40.0 MEV
Sputter Cone
Foil
10.0 »icro-gr/cm*»2
4
L4
6.S, 5.0 mm
6.0, 6.0 mrad

30.0, 30.0 nn-mrad
2S.0 KEV

200.0 KV
0.90 MV

8, 9,10,11,12,13,14,15

9.116 MV
0.760 KV
S6.8 KeV

,00
00
00
00
00

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

00 mm
6.SO mm
1
3
3
5

50 mm
00 mm
00 mm
56 KV

5.69 KV
S.74 KV
5.85 KV

23.78 KV
26.35 KV
6.88 KV
7.21 KV
5.53 KV
5.92 KV
0.00 KV
0.00 KV

15.28 KV
17.03 KV

754.1
457.7
251.3
238.6
293.8
273.6
3.5436 KG
3.0096 KG
4.0033 KG
4.0347 KG

A-T
A-T
A-T
A-T
A-T
A-T
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S 5 5
I I I

^* ^* *^ t\i û ^̂  GC ^ »J i ^ ^̂  r̂  ^̂  3" IT ^
a a a a o a S K K K I - O 0 0 6 6 6

T I M " T 1T1TT T 1 1 1 11

u u JUJ ujuy

P B B l l t l !

WSS OF NEDHT1VE [ON

MUSS OF POSITIVE ION

KTOmC NUNBER OF [ON

FINB. ENERGT

INITIBL ENERCT

PRE-fiCCEL. VOLTflGE

D fl 1 fl

. , 2 7

= 127

= 53

• 120 HEV

« 25 REV

• 200 RV

M A C H I N E P E

TERTUNRL VOLTBGE

VXTRGE PER UNIT

VOLTflGE L1H1T

LINKED UNIT (SI

STRIPPER

CHBRGE STflTE

BERfl LINE

R F O R H R N C E

= IU.972 HV

0.749 HV

= 0.900 HV/UNIT

. NONE

= GdS 1 5 HICRON

= 7

• m

Fig. 38 The resultant trajectory of 127I ions with the final energy of 120 MeV.
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CY/N3
CY/N3
CY/N3
CY/N1

Y
M.
x.Y

» RUN BEAM
Do vou display trajectory ?
Given final enenu ?
Given Terminal Voltase ?
Given Q.lens Parameters ?

Uhich ion-source do you use ?
Enter 1. for Heinicke Penning?

2* for Duoplasmatroni
3. for Lithium Exchange or
4, for Sputter C O M < »

1* Enter netfstive-particle_mass (anu).
2. Enter positive-particle.aass (a*u>.
3. Enter atomic number of the particle.
4. Enter terminal voltaJe (MV>
5. Uhich beam line T

Ll,L2iL3tL4tHliH2pH3.H4.H5f
RlrR2rNl> or N2

6. Enter initial enerSv (in KEY).
7. Enter pre-acceleration voltale (in KV).
8* Foil stripper or Gas stripper ? CF/G3

Enter sat pressure (micron)
9. flns short-circuited units ? EY/NJ
10. Any devices unnecessary ? CY/N]

Hou manw devices T
Enttir device name.

Any correction for these input T CY/N3

! 58
58.
28.

CHARGE STATE INFORMATION (for Gas stripper)

Charle state

4
S
6

==> 7
8
9
10

Fraction

0.030?
0.10S2
0.2189
0.2792
0.2182
0.1045
0.0307

Host probable ==

Uhich charge state do you choose ?

Now calculation besins.

ED-01-1

EO-02-1

EB-D1-1

EB-TL-1

EQ-TH-1

E0-D1-3

MD-03-1

HQ-04-2

MQ-H2-1

VI and
V2 <in
VI and
V2 (in
VI and
V2 (in
VI and
V2 (in
VI and
V2 (in
VI and
V2 (in
(I-N)l

V3 (in KV)
KV)
V3 (in KV)
KV)
V3 (in KV)
KV)
V3 (in KV)
KV)
V3 (in KV)
KV>
V3 (in KV)
KV)
and (I-N)3

(l-N)l and (I-N>3
(I-N)2
(I-N)l and (I-N>3

5.56

5.85
23.^2
25.97
14. AQ
15.30
13.24
14.02
31.61
35.43

<in Aar-turn)
(in Amp-turn)
(in *»p-turn)
(in Amp-turn)
(in Amp-turn)
(in Amp-turn)

1719.9
1044.8
609.6
S7J.9
B77.7
694.5

Nom trajectory calculation completed.

Fig. 39 An example of the data input process where the terminal voltage and
the Q-lens parameters are given as the input data.
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9. Conclusion

The execution of the present code not only gives the parameters of the optical devices
for the optimum beam transport, but also shows the aspect of the beam envelope trajectory
along the beam line visually.

The latter function is useful for the accelerator operation to realize the situation of the
beam focusing, especially that in the acceleration tube units. The appearance of the beam
dispersion due to the stripper, or the weak beam focusing due to the weak f:»ld gradient in
case of the low energy acceleration, can be recognized at a glance through such visual infor-
mation. In virtue of this recognition, the selection of the stripper, foil or gas, to avoid the large
beam dispersion, cr the decision of the configuration of the tube units, namely, the choice
of the column modules that should be short-circuited to strengthen the Held gradient, can be
made easily.

This code is available to electrostatic accelerators other than JAliRl's, if their data files
are provided. Furthermore, it can be utilized for constructing a new accelerator facility to
decide the optimum setup of the beam transport system composed of many optical devices.
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